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Abstract 

A Silicon Compiler is a program (or set of programs) that translates an abstract behavioral 
description of a chip into a chip layout. The first main section of a Silicon Compilation 
system is called High Level Synthesis. It translates the behavioral description (given as a 
set of operations and their time precedences) into a controller description and a network of 
functional building blocks with their interconnections. Finding the number of functional 
building blocks to be used is called allocating. Assigning operations to functional building 
blocks is called binding. Assigning timeslots to each operation is called scheduling. In 
allocating, scheduling and binding, the target is usually to minimize the area of the used 
functional building blocks or to minimize the number of timeslots used. The problem of 
optimally performing these three tasks is often called a scheduling problem. A program that 
solves a scheduling problem is called a scheduler. 

In this thesis a scheduler is described that uses a genetic algorithm to perform the optimiza
tion. Internally it uses a (resource constrained) list scheduler in the process of representing 
schedules. 

The genetic scheduler is fast and produces good results. However, several features that 
would be nice for a scheduler (chaining, pipelining, taking into account register costs, etc.) 
are not yet implemented. Furthermore, the genetic part of the scheduler could not be tested 
very well because for many problems the initialization of the algorithm already gave the 
optimal solu tion. Larger benchmarks would be necessary to test the genetic part more 
thoroughly, but they weren't available at test-time. 
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Chapter 

Introduction 

At the design automation section of Eindhoven University of Technology software tools are 

being developed for the design of integrated circuits. One of these tools is a silicon compiler 

which translates an abstract behavioral specification of an chip into a chip layout. 

Functional Description 

+ 
High Level Synthesis 

Network Structur e Con troller Description 

Logic Synthesis 

Gate Network 

Layout Generation 

Chip Layout 

Figure 1.1: A Silicon Compiler overview 

The design traject for the silicon compiler consists of three main sections (figure 1.1). These 
are High Level Synthesis, Logic Synthesis, and Layout Generation. The High Level Synthesis 

part transforms the functional specification into a deSCription for a network of modules (like 
adders or multipliers) and a controller for that network. The Logic Synthesis transforms 
these to a network of gates. The Layout Generation finally creates a chip layout from the 

gate network. For a more thorough approach to these topics, see [Michel 92]. 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is about a problem in High Level Synthesis called scheduling problem. Chapter 2 
defines this kind of problem more formally. Previous work performed in the design automa
tion section of Eindhoven University of Technology ([Heijligers 91]) described a solution to 
this kind of problem. The time constrained list scheduler described there suffers from a number 
of parameters that must be tuned carefully before best results occur. My task was to find a 
way to to tune these parameters automatically. 

To do this, I used genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are described in chapter 3. The way 
I used genetic algorithms for the scheduling problem is described in chapter 4. This work 
resulted in a genetic scheduler loosely based on the time constrained list scheduler. 

The work was done in the NEAT-group of the design automation section. In this group 
several tools for high level synthesis are being developed. In the NEAT system one data 
file format and common data structures are used in all tools. As the NEAT system is 
implemented in the programming language C++, all tools (also the genetic scheduler) are 
implemented in C++. 



Chapter 

High Level Synthesis 

This chapter describes what High Level Synthesis is. In section 2.1 the concepts used in 
High Level Synthesis, especially data flow graphs will be described. Section 2.2 gives a formal 

definition of the concepts used. Section 2.3 describes some schedulers. In section 2.4 list 
scheduling is introduced. This chapter is not meant as a full description of the scheduling 

and allocating problems and previous solutions to them, but as a sufficient introduction 
to understand the problems that are going to be solved in chapter 4. Most of this chapter 

is based on the master thesis by M.J.M. Heijligers, [Heijligers 91]. For a more thorough 

description of High Level Synthesis you can look in [McFarland 90] or [Gajski 92] . 

2.1 High Level Synthesis 

High Level Synthesis is the part of the chip design path that transforms a formal description 

of a chip to a network of lower level functional building blocks and a description for a 
controller. The building blocks can be adders, multipliers, ALUs, registers, multiplexers etc. 

The controller controls the data flow between those building blocks and can be modelled by 
a finite state machine. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of High Level Synthesis. High Level 

Synthesis tries to optimize the resulting network for maximal speed, minimal chip area and 
minimal power consumption. The designer usually gives constraints on some of these goals, 

and wants to optimize the other goals subject to these constraints. 

When performing the High Level Synthesis the following steps are performed. First the 

algorithm that is to be implemented in an Integrated Circuit is translated into an ASCIS 

Data Flow Graph. This graph is given to the components of the High Level Synthesis 

in the form of an ASD-file. The abbreviation ASD stands for Architectural Synthesis Data 
. The data in the ASD-file is stored in a LISP-like language described in [Eijndhoven 91]. 

This ASD forma t is not only used as input for the High Level Synthesis bu t also as an 
intermediate and final format. Going from the beginning to the end of the High Level 
Synthesis more information is stored in it. At the beginning of the design path only the 
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Optimizer 
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Modu Ie Allucator 

Schedule,r 

Modult· Binder 

Register (ienemlur 

Multiplexer <.ienerator - ....... ~ 

I Controller Generator 

Interconnector 

CHAPTER 2. HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

NEAT 

File Export 

Figure 2.1: A pictorial view of High Level Synthesis. 

operations to be performed and their relations (which operations should have completed 
before other operations can be performed) are stored in the ASD-file. This description is 
the description of the data flow graph. At the end the ASD-file also contains information 
about the building blocks to be used and their interconnections {called the network graph), 
as well as information about the controller (the control graph). In the computer itself, ASD 

data is kept as a NEAT-database. All High Level Synthesis tools at the design automation 
section of Eindhoven University of Technology use this NEAT-database as their internal 

representation. 

An example of a data flow graph is shown in figure 2.2. The nodes are operations to be 
performed like addition, subtraction and multiplication. The edges can be viewed in two 
different ways. Firstly, they describe the order in which the operations should be performed. 
Secondly, they describe the data flow between the different nodes. In a data flow graph nodes 
that control the dataflow can also appear (to perform if-statements for instance). Apart from 

data inputs and outputs, they also have a control input that determines what way to direct 
the data. Other kinds of edges can also appear in data flow graphs. They don't always 
transport data but they do always induce a precedence between the nodes. 

As figure 2.1 shows, there are many operations that can be performed on the NEAT database. 
The operations that are shown in the left column are performed from top to bottom during 
the High Level Synthesis. In the following paragraphs these operations are described. 



2.1. HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

Figure 2.2: An example data flow graph (the ptseng algorithm). 

The optimizer tries to perform some optimizations to the data flow graph. These opti

mizations can for example include dead code elimination, constant propagation, common 

subexpression elimination, inline expansion of procedures, tree height reduction and loop 

optimization. 

The selector determines the kind of building blocks that are going to be used. The module 
allocator determines the number of building blocks of each type that are to be used in the 
graph. 

The scheduler assigns the operations of the data flow graph to cycle steps (the fundamental 
sequencing unit in synchronous systems). 

After the scheduling, the following steps take place: the module binder assigns the oper
ations in the data flow graph to the building blocks. The register generator (consisting of 

register allocator and register binder) creates the necessary registers to hold data values. The 

multiplexer generator creates the multiplexers needed to switch the right data values to the 
right building blocks. The controller generator creates a controller that controls the regis

ters and multiplexers, so they do their work at the right time. Finally, the interconnector 
determines the links between all building blocks, registers and multiplexers. 

Several steps of the High Level Synthesis are interdependent. That is they need the result of 
each other to produce optimal results. This problem can be solved in two wa ys: one solution 
is to combine those interdependant steps into one program that solves the combined problem. 
Another way is to iterate and re-iterate over the steps to grow towards an optimal result. 

The most important operation in High Level Synthesis for this thesis is scheduling. The 

5 



6 CHAPTER 2. HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

scheduler that will be described in section 4.2 does however not only scheduling, but also 
module allocation and module binding. It can be extended to incorporate the register 
allocation as well. 

The results generated by High Level Synthesis heavily depend on what kind of hardware 
modules are available. It might for instance be possible to implement an addition in the 

data flow graph on a specialized adder module, but also on a more general ALU (Arithmetic 

and Logic Unit). That same ALU may also be able to implement a multiplication. The 
information about which modules are available and what operations they can implement is 

availabll' in a databasl' fill' GdlPd thl' library. 

Let us take another look at the graph of figure 2.2. It shows the data flow graph of the Pis en/( 

algorithm created from the following piece of pseudo-C: 

typedef struct int il,i2,i4,i6,ilO; inputsetj 
typedef struct int 01,02; } outputseti 

Qutputset PTSENG (inputset in) 
( 

output set out; 
int vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7,v8,v9,vlO,vll,v12; 

vl = in. il'; /* Operation N-6 */ 

v2 = in. i2; /* Operation N-5 */ 

v4 = in.i4; /* Operation N-4 */ 

v6 in.i6; /* operation N-3 */ 
vlO in.ilO; /* operation N-2 */ 

v3 = vl + v2; /* Operation N-7 */ 
v5 v3 - V4i /* Operation N-8 */ 
v7 = v3 * v6; /* Operation N-9 */ 
v8 v3 + vS; /* Operation N-lO */ 

v9 = vl + v7j /* operation N-ll */ 

vll v5 / vlO; /* Operation N-l2 */ 

vl2 vIi 

vl = v8 & vII; /* Operation N-l4 */ 
v2 v9 I vl2; /* Operation N-l5 */ 

out.ol = VIi /* operation N-16 */ 

out.o2 v2; /* Operation N-l7 */ 

return{out); 

Let us assume the library contains three different kinds of modules: a multiplier that can im

plement multiplication and division, an adder that can implement addition and subtraction 
and a logical unit that can implement AND, OR and XOR. Let us also assume the target is to 
perform the algorithm in a minimal number of cycles. First the module allocator announces 
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Figure 2.3: The ptseng data flow graph scheduled. 

that two adders, two logical units and one multiplier are necessary. Next, the scheduler 
assigns cycle steps to all operations. The result of this can be seen in figure 2.3. 

In figure 2.3 two columns of time indicators are shown. The left column is labeled timeslot 

and the numbers in it are the time intervals in which operations can be performed. The right 
column is labeled time and the numbers in it are the borders between the timeslots. In most 
parts of this thesis these times (not limes lois) are used to describe scheduling results. When 
timeslots are meant, this explicitly will be mentioned. 

The module binder now assigns modules to the operations in the data flow graph. The 
multiplier (MUll) performs operations N9 and NI2. The first adder (ADDI) performs 
operations N8 and NlO. The second adder (ADD2) performs operations N7 and NIl. The 
first logic unit (LOGI) performs operation NI4, the second logic unit (LOG2) performs 
operation NI5. The register generator determines that 5 registers are necessary for this 
schedule. The multiplexer generator determines that 6 multiplexers are needed. Finally the 

interconnector makes the links between all modules, registers and multiplexers. The result 
is the network of figure 2.4. The blocks colored gray are registers and multiplexers. 

2.2 Formal description of High Level Synthesis 

Definition 2.1 (Data Flow Graph) 
A data flow graph is a directed graph, represented by a pair (V, E). Here V is a set of nodes aud 
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Figure 2.4: The network for the ptseng example. 

E is set of edges. An edge C;j E Eisapair (Vi,Vj) where Vi,Vj E V. 
In a data flow graph the nodes are also called operations. 

A data flow graph is often depicted graphically, where a node Vi is shown as a circle and an 
edge Cij is shown as an arrow from node Vi to node Vj. In the rest of this thesis it is assumed 
that data flow graphs are acyclic (there should be no loops in the graph). 

Definition 2.2 (Path) Let c: = (V, E) be a graph. 
A path from node Vi to Vj, Vi # Vj in c: is defined as a set of edges 

path( Vi, Vj) = {Cik, ,Ck, k-z' •• " CkNj} s:; E. 

Definition 2.3 (Transitive closure) 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. 
The transitive closure of c: is defined as G* = (V, E*) where . 
E* = {(Vi,Vj) E V213path(vi,vj)inC:} 

Definition 2.4 (Precedence Graph) 
Let c: = (V, E) be a data flow graph. 
The precedence graph of c: is a graph (V, -<). Here -< is a relation on V2 for which 

Vi -< 1)j {::} 3rt E E*. 



2.2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

To put this more verbose: when V; -< Vj , the operation V; must have completed before the 
operation Vj can start. The relation Vi -< Vj is pronounced as Vi precedes Vj. It can be shown 
that (V, -<) is isomorphic to (V, E*). 

Definition 2.5 (Successor; Predecessor) 

Let (i = (V, E) be a data flow graph and (V, -<) be its precedence graph. 
When Vi -< Vj, v;is called a relative predecessor of Vj. In that case Vj is called a relative successor 

of Vi· 

Whell there is all Cij E E, Vi is called a direct predecessor of Vj. In that case Vj is called a direct 

successor of Vi· 

Let V' be the powerset of V. 
predC") : V >-+ V* is a function giving all direct predecessors of v. 
succ( V ) : V >-+ V* is a function giving all direct successors of v. 
pred* ( V) : V >-+ v' is a function giving all relative predecessors of v. 
succ*( v) : V >-+ v' is a function giving all relative successors of v. 

In this thesis successor (predecessor) is used as synonym for direct successor (predecessor). 

Definition 2.6 (Operation type) 

Let (V, -<) be a precedence graph 
Let T be a set of operation types. 

The type of an operation describes the smzantics of that operation. 
r : V >-+ T is mapping from an operation to an operation type. 

The type of an operation can be an operator (+, *, -, j, etc.), an input/output operation 
(input, output) or a control operation (branch, merge, etc.). With these operations all kinds 
of graphs with expressions, loops, repetitions, conditionals, procedures, arrays and other 

constructs can be created. For an overview of the types available, see [Eijndhoven 91). 

Definition 2.7 (Modules, module types) 

A module is a functional piece of hardware. 
Each module has a module type associated with it. 

A module type can for instance bean adder,a multiplier, or anALU. A module type can often 

implement more than one operation type. An adder for instance, can usually implement 
both addition and subtraction. 

Definition 2.8 (Library, network module set) 

A network module set L is a set of modules. 
A library A is a set of module types. 
The library associated with a network module set is the set of module types occuring in that library. 

Definition 2.9 (Module type mapping) 

9 



10 CHAPTER 2. HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

Let L be a network module set and let A be its associated library. 
11 : L ....., A is a function that returns the type of the given module. It is called a module type mapping. 
tI-1 : A ....., L * is a function returning the set of modules in L that have the given module type. 
11*-1 : A * ....., L * is a ful/cfion returnin!l the set of modules ill L that have a type occurritl!l ill the 
!liven module type set. 

Definition 2.10 {relation between operations and modules) 
Let T be an operatiotl type set 
Let L be a network module set. Let A be its associated library. 
I' : T ....., A * is a mapping from operation types to module types. For atE T, 1'( t) is the set of module 
types that can implement the operation type t. 
" : T ....., L * is a mappin!l from operation types to modules. For atE T, ,,( t) is the set of modules 
that can implement the operation type t. " = tI*-l 0 1'. 

11.-1 : A ....., T* is a mappill!l from module types to operation types. For an E A, 1,-1 (n) is the set of 
operation types that can be implemented on the module type n. 
,-,-1 : L ....., T* is a mapping from modules to operation types. For an E L, ,,-l(n) is the set of 
operation types that can be implemented on the module In. ,,-1 = ,,-1 0 tI 

Definition 2.11 (Properties of modules) 

Let L be a network module set. Let A he its associated library. For each element In E A the followin!l 
properties are known: 
el : A ..... IR is a function cal/ed delay function. It is the number of cycle steps needed before a valid 
output is !lenerated on a module. The function el always returns a nonegative number. 
,1: L ....., IR is defined as d = d 0 tI 

c : A ....., IR is a function called cost function. It is usually related to the chip area necessary to 
implement the module and to the power the module dissipates. 
c: L ....., IR is defined as c = c 0 tI 

In this thesis it is assumed that a delay is the same for all operations that can be performed 

on a module. Otherwise delay would be a function of both module type and operation type. 

Definition 2.12 (Binding) 

Let L be a network module set 
Let G = (V, E) he a graph 
[: V ....., L is a mapping from operations to modules. It is called the binding function. For any 
v E V, f(v) E ,,(rev)). 
[-1 (m) : L ....., V* returns the set of operations that are bound to the module In E L. 
As the delay of an operation is often needed, a shorthand is defined for it: d' : V ....., IR : el'(v) = 
,7(~(,,)). 



2.2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

It is the task of the module binder to define some mapping t However, for some types 
of schedulers a good mapping arises from the chosen schedule, and the scheduler and the 
module binder are often combined for that kind of scheduler. 

Definition 2.13 (Scheduling, Schedule, begin, end) 
Let 0 be a data flow graph (V, E) 
Let d' : V ...... IR be a delay function 
Let [) be a time range [) = 0, ... , tm • x ; tm • x E N 

A schedule function is a function 'P : V ...... [)2. It assigns a time interval [tbeg;", tend] to each 
operation 11 E V. The length of that interval should be equal to d'( v), ergo te"d( 11) = tbeg;,,( v) + d'( v). 

The interval [tbeg;", tbeg;" + d'(v)] is called the schedule of the operation v. 
The union <1>( G) = UVEV( v, 'P( v)) is called a schedule of the graph O. 
begin( v) (begin: V ...... [)) returns the first element of 'P( v). 
end(,,) (end: V ...... [)) returns the last element of 'P( v). 
#<1>( (:) is the lwgth of the schedule <1>( G). #<1>( G) = max"EV : cnd(,,) 

This definition of schedule does not take into account the precedence relation in the graph. 
To do this the concept of feasibility is introduced. 

Definition 2.14 (feasibility) 

Let 0 be a data flow graph (V, E). Associated with G is its precedence graph (V,-<) 
A schedule <1>( G) is called feasible if and only if the following relation holds: 

\f",.'~EVI',-<,~: end(V])::; begin(Vz). Or more specific: \f",,'~I"'ESUCC(v,j: end(-,~) S begin(Vz). 

When it is known that a schedule is feasible, it still isn't known whether it can be performed 
on a certain amount of hardware. For this information the concepts well allocated schedule 
and valid schedule are introduced. 

Definition 2.15 (valid schedules) 

Let L be a network module set and let A be its associated library 
Let G be a data flow graph (V, E) 
A schedule <1>( 0) is called well allocated for a binding function € if: 
\fmEL\f",."'E(-l(mJI","", : begin(1I1)::O: end(Vz) Vend(V]) ::; begin(,'2)' 
A schedule is called valid for a binding function € if it is both feasible and well allocated. 

To put it with words: a schedule is well allocated if each module in a network module set is 
busy working at most at one operation at a time. 

Definition 2.16 (Absolute network module set; Fully used network module set) 
A Library A is called absolute with regard to a data flow graph (V, E) when every operation in V 

can be implemwted on some module type in A: \f v; E V : 1'( r( v;)) '" 0. 

11 



12 CHAPTER 2. HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

A Hetwork module set is called absolute with regard to a data flow !(mph (V, E) when its associated 
library is absolute with respect to that !(raph. 
A network module set L is called fully used with regard to a data flow graph (V, E) and a binding 
function [ if it is absolute and 'i"'EL3vE V : m E [(v). 

To put the definition of fully used network module set in words: a network module set is 

fully used with respect to a graph and a binding function if each operation in the graph is 
mapped by the binding function to a module in the network module set and each module 

in the set is used. 

Definition 2.17 (scheduling costs) 

Let G = (V, E) be a data flow graph 
Let L be a network module set 
Let": L """ JR. be a cost function 
Let [ : V ...... L be a binding function 
Let <1>( G) be a schedule using network module set L 
The cost of a network module set Cd L) is the sum of the costs of the modules in it: Cd L) = 
LmEL c( m). 
The cost of a schedule C<1>( <1>( G), [) is the cost of the fully used network module set necessary to 
implement it using binding function [. 

Definition 2.18 (scheduling problems) 

Given a data flow graph G = (V, E) 
Given a library A 
Given a cost function c : A f-> JR. 
A time contrained scheduling problem is, given a cycle time set [) = [0, tmax], trying to find a 
fully used network module set L whose modules have types in A, a binding function [ : V f-> L and a 
valid schedule function 'P : V """ [y2 in such a way that the cost of the resulting schedule is minimal. 
A resource constrained scheduling problem is, given a network module set L, trying to find 
a time tmax, a binding function [: V f-> L and a valid schedule function 'P : V """ [}2 where 
[) = [0, tmaxl in such a way that imaxis minimal. 
A mixed scheduling problem or general scheduling problem is, given a weighting functioll 
w : JR.2 f-> JR., trying to find a time tmax, a fully used network module set L, a binding function [ 
and a valid schedule function 'P: V """ [}2 where [) = [0, tmaxl in such a way that w(tmax, Cd L)) 
is minimal. 

In words, in a time constrained scheduling problem the question is to find a schedule with as 

few modules as possible for a given time limit, whereas in a resource constrained scheduling 
problem the question is to find an as fast as possible schedule for a given set of modules. 
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2.3 Scheduling 

In the previous section three types of scheduling problems have been defined. All are NP
complete. A hint for the proof of this can be found in [Ullman 751. A scheduler solving a 

time constrained scheduling problem is called a time constrained scheduler. A scheduler 
solving a resource constrained scheduling problem is called a resource constrained scheduler. 
To solve scheduling problems two approaches can be taken. One approach is to use an 

exact solution method. Integer Linear Programming methods have been proposed for this 

purpose. Because of the NP-nature of the problems these exact methods are inherently slow. 

The other approach is using heuristics or approximation methods. These are not guaranteed 
to give optimal solutions but can produce near-optimal results in reasonable time. In this 

section some of the methods that are used for solving scheduling problems are described. 

The descriptions are kept terse. In section 2.4 list schedulers are described more elaborately. 

Most heuristics used to solve scheduling problems are local in nature and may find a local 

optimum instead of a global optimum. 

2.3.1 ASAP and ALAP scheduling 

The simplest kinds of schedulers are the ASAP scheduler and the ALAP scheduler. The 

term ASAP stands for As Soon As Possible and the term ALAP stands for As Late As 
Possible. Those two schedulers are very alike. They are neither resource constrained nor 
time constrained but they behave like resource constrained schedulers in that they try to 

minimize the number of cycle steps needed. There is however no network module set given. 

The ASAP scheduling algorithm can be defined recursively as: 

asap: V t--t IR : 

asap(v) = {~aXV;Epred(VjaSap(Vi)+dl(Vi) 
'P(") = [asap{"),asap(,,)+ d'(v)] 

ifpred(v) = 0 
otherwise 

The ALAP scheduling algorithm can be defined recursively as: 

alap : V t--t IR : 

alap( v) = { tm.ax I 

mm,,;EsucC(vjalap(vi) - d (Vi) 
'P(V):= [alap(v) - d'(v),alap(v)] 

if succ( v) = 0 
otherwise 

These two schedulers are very simple, and do not take into account the cost of the schedule. 
However, they are often used to get information about the graph, such as the minimal length 
of a schedule. 

13 
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2.3.2 Some other schedulers 

In this subsection classification of schedulers will be given. As most classifications, this is 
only a coarse classification. It is only meant to give some structure to the large number of 
schedulers available. The borders in the classification are soft, so it is well possible that a 
certain scheduler can be considered member of more than one class. 

First of all, schedulers can be classified in those that guarantee optimal results and those that 
only try to give optimal results. 

Because of the NP-complete nature of the problem, schedulers of the first class are slow, 
especially for larger graphs. An example of this class is the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) 
scheduler ([Hwang 91), [Gebotys 90]). 

The second class can be subdivided in approximation schedulers and heuristic schedulers. Ap
proximation schedulers guarantee a certain closeness to the optimal solution. A few exam
ples of approximation schedulers are: 

• Percolation scheduler ([Potasman 90]) 

• Simulated Annealing based schedulers ([Devadas 89] [Nestor 90]) 

• Neural Net based schedulers ([Hemani 90], [Philipsen 92]) 

The largest class is the class of heuristic schedulers. They have no worst case constant bound 

on the solution they give. To name a few: 

• Critical Path schedulers ([Parker 86], [Thomas 90]) 

• Force Directed schedulers ([Paulin 89], [Stok 91], [Verhaegh 91]) 

• List schedulers; These can be further classified in two types: 

- Resource Constrained list schedulers ([Goossens 90], [Gutberlet 91]) 

- Time Constrained list schedulers ([Heijligers 91), [Kumar 91]) 

List schedulers will be described in some detail in the next section. 

2.4 List scheduling 

A list scheduler is a resource constrained scheduler. However, extensions that make a list 
scheduler a time constrained scheduler are known ([Heijligers 91]) and are deSCribed in 
subsection 2.4.2. 
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2.4.1 Resource constrained list scheduling 

In this subsetion the resource constrained list scheduler will be described. It will be used as a 

part of the genetic scheduler described in section 4.2. 

In list scheduling an upper bound is chosen to restrict the number of operations that can be 

scheduled in one cycle step. This bound is usually related to the number of modules of each 

module type to be used, i.e. a resource constraint. 

•• 
~ ¥¥ 

a) The graph b) T= 0 

d)T=2 e)Td o Unscheduled Node 

e Node in Free List 

• Scheduled Node 

AA •• e 
v.v Q:)C!) 

c) T= 1 

t) T= 4 

Module working at node Ny 

Idle module 

Figure 2.5: A pictorial view of List Scheduling. 

A list scheduler keeps track of a list of operations that can be scheduled. An operation 

can be scheduled if all its predecessors have been scheduled. This list is called the free 

list. Each time it is created it is sorted according to a priority function. The priority is a 
function V >-+ IR. The free list is sorted for increasing values of the priority function. For 

each operation in the list a module on which it can be mapped is searched. If it can be found 

the operation is scheduled and removed from the free list. If there is no such module the 

operation is kept in the free list. When there are no more operations that can be scheduled 

at the current cycle time, the free list for the next cycle time is determined and the procedure 

is repea ted. 

In figure 2.5 this proces is depicted for a simple graph. The available modules are one adder 

and one multiplier. Both have a delay of one cycle. The free list is initialized to contain the 
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operations that have no predecessors. In this example the free list is initialized to contain 

nodes Nl and N2, colored black in figure 2.5b. All nodes in the free list can be scheduled 

on modules. In the next timeslot (figure 2.5c), there are three nodes in the free list. The 

multiplication of node N4 can be scheduled on the multiplier. For the adder, a choice must 

be made between the two additions N3 and N5. Because all operations are checked for 

schedulability in the order they appear in the list, the one that appears first in the list will 

be scheduled and the other one is kept in the free list. Which one will be first depends on 

the priority function. Here node N3 is scheduled and N5 is kept in the free list. The proces 

of creating the free list and scheduling the elements thereof is repeated until all nodes have 

been scheduled. 

The result of the list scheduling can be influenced by the choice of the priority function used. 

If in the example above a priority function was used that would have given node N3 a lower 

priority than both N5 and N7, a schedule that needs one timeslot more would have resulted 

(it is left as an exercise for the reader to verify this). The art of implementing a list scheduling 

algorithm is in part the art of choosing the right priority function for the right graph. 

Several priority functions are described in literature. To name some: 

• Global freedom. This is the difference between the ASAP-time of a node and its 

ALAP-time. 

• Local freedom. This is the difference between the current time and the ALAP time. 

• Number of successors. 

• Freeing count. This is the number of successors that will become member of the free 
list when the node would be scheduled. 

• Distance. This is the difference between the time constraint tmax and the ASAP-time 

ofthenode. 

• Combinations. Often a weighted sum of other priority functions is used. 

For more information on these priority functions, see [Heijligers 91]. The priority functions 

shown above can be classified in two classes. In static priority functions, such as global 
freedom, number of successors and distance, the value of the priority function can be determined 

before scheduling takes place. In dynamic priority functions, such as local freedom and freeing 
count, the value of the priority function cannnot be computed before the node is considered 

for being scheduled. A general static priority function will be described in chapter 4. 

Practice shows that some priority functions perform better on some kinds of graphs and that 

other priority functions perform better on other graphs. For a combined priority function 
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(weighted sum of other priority functions), this fact leads to the conclusion that some values 
for the weights work better for some kind of graph and that other values for the weights 
work better for other graphs. It is however not known what values work well for a given 
graph. 

List schedulers have, as all other schedulers, some advantages and some disadvantages. List 
scheduling is very fast and can produce good results when given an appropriate priority 
function. However, the determination of such a priority function can be quite a trouble. For 
some kinds of graphs a list scheduler will never find the optimal solution. This effect (a 
result of the greedy nature of the list scheduler) will be explained in the next paragraph. The 

largest problem with resource constrained list schedulers however is that they are not time 
constrained. Most designers of ICs want to be able to give a time constraint to the scheduler. 

A solution for this problem is presented in subsection 2.4.2. 

------r4.r-----------~~----

----\ .1-+----------'1'--'1'----

a) The graph b) Greedy schedule c) Optimal schedule 

Figure 2.6: Greedyness of the scheduler prevents optimal solution. 

The greedy nature of the list scheduler (i.e. when a node is checked for schedulability and 
it can be scheduled, it is scheduled) is the reason the graph of figure 2.6a will never be 
scheduled as fast as possible when the library consists of a one-cycle adder and a two-cycle 
multiplier. This does not depend on the priority function. In the first cycle the free list 
consists of the upper addition and the right multiplication. Both operations are scheduled 
on their respective modules. This has the effect that the left multiplication cannot be started 
in the next cycle, because the multiplier is still in use. All list schedulers will generate the 
schedule of figure 2.6b. When the right multiplication could somehow be delayed, the faster 
schedule of figure 2.6c could be the result. 

17 
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2.4.2 Time contrained list scheduling 

In practical situations time constrained schedulers are preferred to resource constrained 
schedulers. In [Heijligers 91] a method is described to make a time constrained variant of a 
list scheduler. 

It works as follows. A network module set is iterated. The initial network module set 
is determined by an allocator. Initially a resource contrained list scheduler is run. If the 
desired time constraint is met, the resulting schedule is the answer the time constrained 
scheduler gives. If the resulting schedule needs more cycles than the time constraint allows, 
it is decided that there weren't enough modules in the network module set. The case that 
an other priorit)' function might result in a schedule that meets the time constraint is not 
considered. The network module set is now extended (good heuristics for doing this have 
yet to be found). The resource constrained scheduler is now run again with the extended 
network module set. If the time constraint is met now, the resulting schedule is given as the 
answer. If the time constraint still isn't met, the network module set is extended again. This 

running of the resource constrained list scheduler and extending of the network module set 
is repeated until a schedule meeting the time constraint is found. 

The time constrained list scheduler performs good, but some problems have to be solved 

yet. 

• A good heuristic for finding an appropriate priority function has to be found. 

• A good heuristic for doing the module extensions has to be found. 

• Some way of finding an optimal solution to problems where the greedy list scheduler 
cannot find one has to be found. 

Solutions to these problems that use genetic algorithms will be described in chapter 4. 

2.5 Multicyc1ing, chaining and pipelining 

Three concepts are often used in scheduling practice that haven't been defined yet. They are 

depicted in figure 2.7. 

The first one, multicycling , has not been defined yet, but was already used in figure 2.6. 
The term multicycling is used when modules that need more than one cycle to complete are 
used (figure 2.7a). For a list scheduler to handle multicycling, it not only has to search for 
presence of a suitable module but also has to keep track whether the modules are free or 
busy. 
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a) Multicycling b) Chaining c) (Module) Pipelining 

Figure 2.7: Multicycling, chaining and pipelining. 

The second concept to be introduced in this subsection is chaining. Chaining applies only 
to combinatorial modules. A module is said to be combinatorial when it doesn't need 
a clock signal to do its work. Modules that are not combinatorial are called sequential. 
Combinatorial modules can have non-integer delays (delays are expressed in number of 

cycle step times). When two combinatorial modules with delays that add up to less than one 
cycle step time have to be performed after each other, they can be performed in one cycle 
step. This is called chaining (figure 2.7b). 

The third concept is (module) pipelining. It only applies to sequential modules. Some 
sequential modules can start working on a new data value when the previous result hasn't 
appeared at the output yet. In effect the module can be busy working at multiple data items 
(at different internal stages of processing) at the same time. This is called module pipeIining 
(figure 2.7c). The number of cycles that must be waited before a new data value can be 
applied to a module is called the data introduction interval of that module (sometimes 
abbreviated to OII). Pipelining can be used on modules where the DII is smaller than the 
delay. 
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Chapter 

Genetic algorithms 

Many usefull techniques used by mankind are based on studying nature. One of those 
techniques is called genetic algorithms, which applies the knowledge of evolution theory 
([DarwinI859]) to computer science. Though the base for genetic algorithms was laid in the . . 

sixties and seventies ([Holland 75]), they have only recently become popular, especially by 
the work of Goldberg ([Goldberg 89]). This chapter explains what genetic algorithms are, 
how they are used and what kind of problems they are used for. 

3.1 Optimization problems 

Genetic algorithms are used for solving optimization problems. One can view an optimiza
tion problem as a black box with several input parameters and one output. The problem is to 
find the optimum input parameters, that is the set of parameters that minimizes or maximizes 
the output. See definition 3.1. 

Definition 3.1 (Optimization Problem) 
Let P be a set. 
Given a function Cp : P >-+ IR (the cost function). 
A maximization problem is finding apE P for which 'V qEP : Cp (p) 2': cp (q). 
A minimization problem is finding apE P for which 'VqEp : cp(p) ~ cp(q). 
An optimization problem is either a maximization problem or a minimization problem. 

In this thesis P denotes the set over which a cost function has to be optimzed. Unless stated 
otherwise, any reference to optimization problems in this thesis is about maximization 
problems. This can be safely done because any minimization problem can be written as 

a maximization problem by choosing CP,to be m.aximized = -CP,to be minimized, and hence nO 

restrictions are made. 
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3.2 Genetic algorithms 

In this section an informal outline of a genetic algorithm will be given first. Then the 
terminology used in this thesis will be defined formally. Finally, a formal definition of a 
genetic algorithm will be given. 

3.2.1 Introduction to genetic algorithms 

Genetic algorithms try to find the optimum of a given set P for a given cost function rp. In 
p;enetic algorithms elements of P are called phenotypes. Most of the operations performed 
in a genetic algorithm are not done on phenotypes but on encoded versions thereof called 
genotypes. The reason for the encoding will become clear later. For now, it is sufficient to 
know that each genotype g can be decoded to one phenotype p = T(g), that a cost function 
can be defined on the genotypes (C9 (g) = Cp (T(g))) and that the genotypes are the objects 
the genetic algorithm is operating on. 

The idea behind genetic algorithms is quite Simple. First a set of genotypes is created. Those 
genotypes are created randomly. This set is called the population. For each genotype in 
the population the cost function (also called fitness) is computed. A genotype is said to 
be fit when it has a higher cost than most other genotypes in the population (assuming we 
are trying to solve a maximization problem, not a minimization problem). In fact being fit 
is a stochastic property. Later on we need to select fit genotypes from the population. A 
genotype has a higher probability of being selected when there are less other genotypes in 
the population having a higher fitness. 

A new popUlation is now created based upon fit genotypes in the old population. The 
genotypes in the new population are created by making small changes to fit genotypes in 

the old population (mutating) or by combining parts of different fit genotypes to a new 
p;enotype (crossing). The fittest genotypes in the old population are copied into the new 
population too. 

For most occurring kinds of phenotypes no reasonable way of defining crossing or mutating 
can be found. Genotypes however can be designed to behave well when crossed or mutated. 
This is the reason that genotypes are used in the population instead of the phenotypes 

By repeatedly creating new populations the average fitness of the genotypes will get better 
(at least it won't get worse) for each new population. The best genotype in the last generated 
population is the solution the genetic algorithm gives. The question is when to stop the 
creation of new populations. One answer is to stop when a known optimum is found. Often 
it is not possible to tell whether a solution is an optimum or not. In that case the algorithm 
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is stopped when a given number of populations has been generated. 

3.2.2 Basic definitions 

The terminology used in the genetic algorithms field is not uniform in pu blica tions. It is also 
different from the terminology used in mathematical optimization theory. In this thesis the 
temlinology defined in the following definitions is used. 

Definition 3.2 (Terminologyl: phenotype, genotype, population) 

Given an optimization problem where a cost function Cp : P >-+ IR must be maximized. 
The things to be optimized (the elements of P) are called phenotypes. 
Genotypes are encoded versions of phenotypes. 
The set of all possible genotypes is denoted by g. 
The set on which the genetic algorithm is working is called the population. It is a set of genotypes. 
Often a genotype can be split in several parts, called chromosomes. 
These chromosomes can sometimes be split in even smaller parts called genes. 

The introduction of genotypes is necessary (instead of using the phenotypes directly as ele
ments of the population) because operations that are going to be performed on the elements 

of the population cannot be defined reasonably on all occurring kinds of phenotypes. The 
terminology about genotypes, chromosomes and genes is not always used consistently in 
literature: sometinles genotypes or chromosomes are called genes. 

Definition 3.3 (Translator) 

The translator is the function that transforms a genotype into its corresponding phenotype: 
T: g >-+ P. 

The translator does not have to be one-to-one (i.e. there may be more than one genotype 
corresponding to one phenotype). The translator should be onto however (i.e. for each 
phenotype, there should be a genotype that maps to it). 

Definition 3.4 (Cost functions) 

Itl the optimization problem a cost function cp : P >-+ IR is defined. 
The cost function can also be defined on the genotypes: 
('{i : 0 I--'- IR : ('0 = C'p 0 T 

The result of the cost function is called the fitness of the phenotype p or of the genotype g. 

The terms phenotype and genotype might be a little misleading. They are not derived from 
the mathematical term type, but they are derived from biology. In biology a genotype is the 
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genetic information needed to create an individual, as incorporated in the DNA of a cell. The 
phenotype in biology is the individual itself as created from its genotype (and possibly also 
influenced by the environment, but that doesn't matter here). The translator l' as defined in 

definition 3.3 is the mathematical equivalent of the process of growing up in biology. 

To make new genotypes out of old ones vperators are used. 

Definition 3.5 (Operators) 
(N + is the set of positive integers). 
An operator is a mapping 0 : gP >-> gc (possibly nondeterministic), where p, c E N+. 
The type of an vperator 0 : gP >-> gc is the ordered pair (p, c) (E JN~). 
The set of all vperators of type (p, c) is denoted by O(p,c). 

The operator space is the set 0 = Up,c O(p,c). 

The inputs of an operator (p elements of 9) are called parents. The outputs of an operator 
(e elements of 9) are called children. 

Definition 3.6 (Mutators, Crossers) 
All vperator of type (1,1) is called a unary vperator or mutator. 

All operator of type (2,2) is called a binary operator or crosser. Sometimes vperators of type (2,1) 
nre also called crossers. 

In association with operators some functions are defined that determine their properties. 

Definition 3.7 (Type, ParentDim, ChildDim) 
Type: 0 ~ N~ returns Ihe type of an vperalar. 

ParentDim : 0 ....., N + returns the dimension p of the inputvector of an vperator (the number of 
parents). 

ChildDim : 0 ...... N+ returns the dimension c of the outputvector of an vperator (the number of 
children). 

In practical situations only mutators and crossers are used as operators. A mutator is an 
operator that produces a slightly modified version of its argument. A crosser is an operator 
that takes two parent genotypes and produces two children by combining information of the 
two parents. Usually a crosser chops the parents in pieces and recombines these pieces into 

new genotypes. Exactly how this is done depends on the structure of the genotypes. An 
example will be described in section 3.3. Another example is in the main research of this 
thesis as described in chapter 4. 
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genotype Translator phenotype Cost Function fitness -----> -----> 

9 T P Cp IR -----> -----> 

9 
CQ 

IR -----> 

Figure 3.1: Relations between genotypes and phenotypes. 

3.2.3 Generic genetic algorithm 

A more formal outline of a genetic algorithm can be given now. It differs from the previously 

given informal approach in the way fit elements are copied from one population to the next. 
In fact they aren't copied, but some of the unfit genotypes in the population are replaced with 
newly generated genotypes. Those children are first accumulated in an auxiliary set until 
at least L children have been generated (L is some predetermined number). The modified 
population becomes the new population. This can be done safely because the old population 
isn't needed any more. 

Algorithm 3.1 (Generic genetic algorithm) 
o c 0; (the set of operators used) 
" E N+; (the size of the population) 
L E 1\1 +; L < 8; (the number of genotypes to replace in each generation) 

I[ 
P, (.', Tp: Bags of y; (Population, childset, parent set) 

o Fill P with" randomly generated genotypes 
do (until stopping criterion reached) 

od 

osetC=0 
do (while ICI < L) 

o Choose randomly an operator op from 0 

o Fill the bag Tp with ParentDim( op) copies of genotypes randomly chosen from 
P, where genotypes with high fitness have a greater probability to be chosen than 
genotypes with low fitness. 

o C = C U op(Tp) 
od 

o Remove randomly ICI entries from P, where genotypes with low evaluation have a 
greater probability to be removed than genotypes with a high evaluation. 

oP=PuC 
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11 

Some portions of algorithm 3.1 are not written down very formally. Especially the portions 
about 'randomly choosing' of operators or genotypes with high or low evaluations might 

need some extra explanation. This explanation is postponed until section 3.4. 

3.2.4 A procedure for using genetic algorithms 

When attacking an optimization problem with genetic algorithms several steps must be 
performed. In this thesis the following procedure is used: 

1. Define what the phenotypes (the objects to be optimized) are. 

2. Define the cost function cpo 

3. Choose an encoding. The translator and the layout of the genotypes are defined 
implicitly by choosing an encoding. 

4. Define operators. 

5. Implement and run the algorithm. 

3.3 An example: function maximization 

For a better understanding of what is going on in a genetic algorithm it is instructive to 
look at an example. In this section a simple example is described. It serves to clarify the 
material described so far and is not meant to provide a shocking new method to tackle the 
function maximization problem. In fact many conventional methods exist for this problem 
that perform better than the genetic approach. 

3.3.1 Problem description 

The problem in this example is to find the maximum of the function i( x) = '!:l~~x. A plot of 
this function is shown in figure 3.2. The finding of the maximum value of this function can 
be done by conventional techniques of course, but I chose this example because it is simple, 
so the problem doesn't distract the reader from the algorithm. This example has the special 
feature that it is possible to visualize the evolution of the population. A drawback of this 
example however is that it might be less instructive in explaining why crossers are so usefull 
in genetic algorithms. 

<. 
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Figure 3.2: A plot of the function J(p) = ?~~p. 

3.3.2 Fitting a genetic algorithm to the problem 

First should be determined what genotypes and phenotypes are in this problem and what 
the translator and cost function are. As we are interested in finding the argument x for which 
J( x) is maximal the phenotype is chosen to be that argument (as a floating point number). 
The cost function is now the function to be optimized, ergo cp( x) = ,~~x. Though it is 
possible to use a floating point number as a genotype, this is not done. It is impossible to 
devise a sensible crossing operator for a genotype that consists of only one part because a 
crosser works by combining different parts of two parents. Instead, a bit-stream encoding 
is used as genotype. 

In a bit-stream encoding an array of bits is used as genotype. To encode a floating point 
number one can take the bits that represent the the number on the computer on which the 
genetic algorithm is running for instance. Another way of coding the number is to take a 
sequence of bits representing an integer and transforming that integer to a floating point 
number. In our example we take a 32-bit signed integer (whose value is between _231 to 

231 - 1) as genotype. By dividing it by 231 and multiplying it by 10 we get a floating point 
phenotype in the range -10 to nearly 10 (in fact, this is a fixed point representation). In other 

words, the translator T is defined by p '" T(g) = ~. The genotype can be considered as an 
integer or as an ordered set of bits. Both ways of seeing the genotype can be used to devise 
mutators. Only the latter can be used to develop crossers, because the former contains only 
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Input Genotype : 0 : 0: 1 : 0: ': 1 : 1 : 0 ~tput Genotype (Child) 
(Copy of Parent) 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 

_kOO~OO "" 

Figure 3.3: A bitchanging mutator. Each bit in the mask has a small 
probability to be set. 

By choosing this genotype and translator, the range of phenotypes that can be represented 
is shrunk to an evenly spaced discrete subset of the range [-10,10) E IR. This means the 
translator is not onto. For this case there is no way of coding the phenotypes (in a for 

computers usable form) that is onto. This is true for any case where P is an infinite set. In 

fact the set P used for this problem is the evenly spaced discrete subset of the range [-10, 10) 
with 232 elements. 

Now it is time to devise mutators and crossers. Initially one mutator and one crosser are 
described, both based on the genotypes viewed as ordered sets of bits. The mutator is simple: 
the child is initially identical to the parent. Then the mutating takes place: for each bit in the 
child there is a small probability that it is flipped. See figure 3.3. 

The crosser used here isn't much more difficult. It is depicted in figure 3.4. It is a crosser of 
the crossover type. In a crossover type crosser each genotype is split in two parts, both at 
the same (randomly determined) position. The first part of the first parent is glued together 
with the second part of the second parent to form the first child. The first part of the second 
parent is glued together with the second part of the first parent to form the second child. In 
this operation bits that are equal in both parents will also be the same in the children. This 

property is usually a goal when designing crossers. 

3.3.3 Running the genetic algorithm 

Having defined a crosser and a mutator, we can run the genetic algorithm. Initially a 
population of 100 randomly generated genotypes is created. The value L of algorithm 3.1 
is set to 10. Thus for each generation, a set of 10 or 11 children is generated by repeatedly 
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Figure 3.4: A crosser of the crossover type. Bits i and lower are set in 
the mask, the other bits are reset. 

choosing fit parents and creating children by either mutating or crossing them. As the 
operators are chosen at random, the operators produce either 1 or 2 children. The creating 
of children stops after at least L children have been generated. The number of children 
generated will then be either 10 or 11. 

Next, 10 or 11 unfit genotypes are removed from the original population and the children 
are merged back into the population. The generating of children and merging them back 
into the population is repeated until 1000 children have been made in total. 
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Figure 3.5: Results of running the example genetic algorithm. 

Results for this algorithm can be seen in figure 3.5. In figure 3.5a development of the 
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population in time is shown. Each time when twenty children have been generated the 
population is plotted: a dot is shown for each phenotype. As the algorithm proceeds most 
phenotypes crowd near the optimum just on the right side of the y-axis. But mutations 
keep occurring every now and then, so other possible solutions are tried continuously. In 

figure 3.5b the error (difference between the best genotype in the population and the best 
genotype known) is shown on a logarithmic scale. In fact In I (best genotype in popUlation) -
(best genotype known) + 1 I is plotted. As the final value of this error function is about 11 
one can deduce that the final result still has 16 (11 / In 2 '" 16) erroneous bits. That is better 
than can be expected from generating 1000 genotypes at random, but many conventional 
algorithms will produce better results in the same running time. But again, this example 
is not meant to provide a usefull way of attacking one-dimensional function optimization 
problems, but to provide a simple example of using a genetic algorithm. 

3.4 Choosing genotypes and operators 

In previous descriptions of algorithms sentences like randomly choose an operator and randomly 
choose a genotype, where genotypes with high fitness have a greater probability of being clwsen 
appeared without making clear how these choices were made. For these choices the roulette 
wheel choosing algorithm as described in [Davis 91) is used. This algorithm will be explained 
by describing how operators are chosen. 

Let's say there are four operators to choose from, called OPl, OP2, 0]>3 and op4. These 
have priorities .priO(OPi) assigned to them. The probability an operator 0Pi is chosen 
is P( 0Pi) = Z;~~~~Pj)" The choice is made by computing the cumulative priorities 

(cum( 0Pi) = 2:}=1 prio( op; ), picking a random (uniformly distributed) number r in the 
range [0, 2:; prio(op;)) and finding the first operator for which holds that r < cum(op;). 

Let's say that prio(oPl) = 100, prio(OP2) = 10, prio(O]>3) = 50 and priO(Op4) = 40. The cumu
lativevaluesarethencum(oPl) = 100,cum(0P2) = 110,cum(0]>3) = 160andcum(oP4) = 200. 
The random number must be non-negative and less than 200, let's say r = 142. For this 
number operator 0]>3 is chosen. In all genetic algorithms described in this thesis the operator 
priorities were kept fixed during the run, so the cumulative value could be precomputed 

and the choosing of operators was fast. In the example of section 3.3 the priority of the 
crosser was set to 100 and the priority of the mutator was set to 30. 

For choosing genotypes nearly the same trick is used. For genotypes the priorities are not 
constant during the run of the algOrithm, but have to be computed from the fitnesses of 
the genotypes. The fitnesses of genotypes can be mapped in different ways to priorities of 
genotypes. A simple mapping for making the probability of choosing high fitness genotypes 
greater than the probability of choosing low fitness genotypes is making the priority of the 
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genotype equal to its fitness. There are two reasons this isn't a good idea. First, fitnesses 
may be negative and priorities should be nonnegative. Second, it is well possible that all 
fitnesses are all near some big number. 

For instance, it is possible that all fitnesses are in the range 9000 to 11000. In this case there 
won't be much difference in the probability of the genotypes to be chosen. Fit genotypes 

don't have a real advantage over unfit genotypes. One way to cincumvent this problem 
is subtracting the lowest occuring fitness and using the resulting values as priorities. This 

still gives problems when there are a few fitnesses that are much lower than others. When 
the fitnesses are in the range 9000 to 11000 except for a few fitnesses that are near 1000, the 
problem still exists. The most common solution to this problem is as follows: first sort all 
genotypes in descending order. Then assign a priority to each genotype according to its 
position in the ordering. For instance, when there are 100 genotypes in the population, the 
fittest genotype is assigned priority 99, the second fit genotype is assigned priority 98 and 
so on. The most unfit genotype is assigned priority O. This is the way of choosing genotypes 
that was used in the example. It is easy to extend this idea: one may want to choose only from 
the best half of the genotypes. In this case the priorities of the worst half of the population 

are set to 0 and the priorities of the better half are set to a descending series of values. For 
instance the priority of the fittest genotype is set to 49, the priority of the second fit genotype 
is set to 48 and so on till the genotype halfway is reached, where the priority is O. Another 
way to use this principle is choosing the genotypes to be removed before merging the new 

children back into the population. In this case the most unfit genotype is given the highest 

priority and fitter genotypes are given lower priorities. In the example the fittest 20% of 
the genotypes are given priority 0 for this purpose (so they will not be removed), the other 

genotypes are given increasing priorities, and the most unfit genotype is given the highest 
priority. 

3.5 Tuning the algorithm 

Several degrees of freedom have been introduced up till now. All of them can can influence 
the performance of the algOrithm when changed. The degrees of freedom described in this 
thesis are: 

• The size of the population. 

• The number of genotypes to be replaced in the population between the generations 
(L in algorithm 3.1). 

• The number of children to be generated before stopping the algorithm (when there is 
no other stopping criterion). 
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• The operators used. 

• The priorities of the various operators. 

• parameter settings of the operators. 

• The way priorities are assigned to genotypes in the population for chosing parents. 

• The way priorities are assigned to genotypes in the population for being removed. 

• The seed of the random number generator used. 

The influence of choosing other operators is described in subsection 3.5.2. The other degrees 
of freedom are described in subsection 3.5.1. 

3.5.1 Numeric degrees of freedom 

The last item in the list hasn't been discussed explicitly up till now. Random numbers are 
used at various places in the algorithm. They are used for initializing the population, they 
are used in choosing operators and genotypes and they are used in mutators and crossers 
(see figures 3.3 and 3.4 for instance). Random numbers in computers are generated by a 
pseudo-random number generator, which is initialized by a value called the seed. When 
two random number generators are initialized with the same seed they produce the same 
'random'sequence. A run of a genetic algorithm can be reproduced exactly by reinitializing 
the seed with its original value. Of course, taking another seed should not greatly change 
the behaviour of the algorithm using the random number generator. In practice it sometimes 
however does. That is the reason why the random number generator seed is shown in the 
list of degrees of freedom above. 

Changing the other degrees of freedom also effects the performance of the algorithm. Setting 

the population size too small will cause a rapid decrease of variety in the population, so 
crossers no longer work well. Solutions that are far off the real solution and solutions that 
correspond to local optima will be the result. Setting the population size too large will cause 
a slower convergence toward good solutions. More children have to be created before a 

good solution is found. 

Setting the number of genotypes in the population to be replaced between generations (or 
more usual: the percentage of the population to be replaced) too large will cause potential 
usefull genotypes in the population that themselves don't have a good fitness to be thrown 
away before they had a chance to be used. The variety in the population will decrease very 
fast if no precautions are taken to prevent creating children that look all alike. If it is set too 
small, the computationally expensive operation of merging the children into the population 
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will occur more often, degrading the performance of the algorithm. The number of children 
generated in a certain amount of time will be lower. 

For problems where there is no stopping criterion, some limit on the number of children to 
be generated has to be specified. Obviously, when this is too small, no good solution will 
ha ve been found when the algorithm stops. When it is too large, time is wasted trying to 

find a better solution than the best one found yet when there is none. 

More about alternative operators will be said in subsection 3.5.2. Choosing different operator 

priorities influences the efficiency of the algorithm and the quality of the solution. When 
no mutators are used, only settings available in the initial population will be combined and 

variety in the population will rapidly decrease. When no crossers are used convergence of 
the fittest genotype toward the optimum will be much slower (as practice shows). Also bad 

properties of mutators, that are otherwise camouflaged by the crossers will become more 
apparent. When there are several different parts (genes) in the genotype that can evolve 
relatively independent of each other (as is not the case in the example but is the case in 
virtually every practical application), leaving out the Crossers will disable the possibility of 

combining two genotypes in which each one has a good gene and a bad gene to a genotype 

with two good genes. 

3.5.2 Tuning the operators 

In the example only two quite simple operators were used. As an alternative crosser the 

crosser depicted in figure 3.6 can be used. The difference with the crossover Crosser of 
figure 3.4 is that all bits in the mask are randomly chosen. For some problems the first 
crosser works better, for others the second and for yet others a combination (usIng two 
crossers) gives best resuIts. 

An other direction of choosing mutators is using the properties of the phenotype. In the case 

of the example one can add or subtract some value to or from the genotype viewed as integer. 

In figure 3.7 a mutator that adds a random power of two to the genotype is depicted. These 
operators usually give better resuIts than the ones of section 3.3.2 but they are not as general. 

A quite unique feature of genetic algorithms is that they easily can work together with other 

algorithms. Many other algorithms or adaptations can be used as crosserS or mutators in 
).;pnl'lic al).;orithms. This liSP of ).;elH'tic algorithms as encapsulation of other algorithms is 

called hybridization. These hybrid algorithms often have a remarkable performance. 

As an example of hybridization I incorporated an algorithm that finds the maximum of a 

function on a range (of discrete points) in the example. It is out of the scope of this discussion 
to describe the algorithm fully. As far as I know there is no description of it in literature. 
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Figure 3.6: An alternative crosser. 

However, one important property will be given: it only works when the function satisfies 
certain smoothness conditions on the range (the second order aproximation must fit well). 

In other words: for the given function (figure 3.2) it only gives the maximum of a range 
when that range contains exactly one ridge and no valleys. To find the global maximum the 

range must be around the highest ridge (just right of the y-axis). When choosing a range (a 
begin-point and an end-point) at random the algorithm will not often succeed in finding the 

global optimum. 

(Copy of) Parent 

Figure 3.7: An alternative mutator. 

However, this algorithm can be described as a crosser (an operator of type (2,1) to be exact) 
for the example genetic algorithm. One parent is taken as the beginning of the range, the 
other parent is taken as the end of the range, and the result the maximum finding algorithm 
produces is the produced child. Once the genetic algorithm will give the right range to this 
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LTosspr, and the exact solution is found then. In fact, for this problem, that will happen very 

fast and the error will drop to zero very soon. The results of running the hybrid algorithm 

when the hybrid crosser has only a very low probability is shown in figure 3.8.The genetic 

algorithm that only converges slowly, and the maximum finding algorithm for which a good 

initialization is not known are combined to a hybrid algorithm with high performance. 
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Figure 3.8: Results of running the hybrid example genetic algorithm. 
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Chapter 

Genetic algorithms and scheduling 

In this chapter the applica tion of genetic algorithms to scheduling problems will be described. 
The method described in section 3.2.4 for tackling an optimization problem with genetic 
algorithms will be used. As the words genetic algorithm are used very much in this chapter, 
the abbreviation GA will be used. 

4.1 Resource constrained genetic scheduling 

Section 2.4 explained what a list scheduler is. One of the problems with a resource con

strained list scheduler is to find a suitable priority function. As will be explained in this 
section, genetic algorithms can be used to test several priority functions and to return the 
best one. In this section a resource constrained genetic scheduler is described that trit's to 
make an as fast as possible schedule, given some resource constraint. It is based on a resource 
constrained list scheduler. 

As described in section 3.2.4, there are several steps to be done when designing a genetic 
algorithm. 

1. Define what is to be optimized, i.e. what the phenotypes are. 

2. Describe the problem as an optimization problem, using these phenotypes. This is 
equivalent to defining the cost function Cpo 

3. Determine the encoding. This involves finding a suitable genotype and finding a 
corresponding translator function. 

4. Define suitable opera tors. 

5. Implement the operations defined in previous steps and run the resulting program. 
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4.1.1 Problem description 

The scheduler will be given the following information: 

• A graph G = (V, E) 

• A library A 

• A network module set L 

• An operation to operation type mapping T 

• A operation type to module type mapping J.I. 

• A delay function d 

The scheduler will return: 

• A binding function { 

• A valid schedule of the graph <II 

The target is 

• Make <t> to be as fast as possible 

4.1.2 Definition of phenotypes and cost function 

As we are trying to optimize a scheduler the phenotype will be a schedule of the graph. 
In fact we will be using a subset of all possible schedules of the graph. This subset is the 

set of valid schedules of that graph that use the given network module set and that can be 
generated by a (greedy) resource constrained list scheduler with static priority functions. 
This definition will make the translator to be defined in the next subsection to be aI/fa on P 
(i.e. each phenotype can be coded by some genotype). 

All optimization problems described in this thesis are maximization problems. In the current 
problem the nuinber of cycles that a schedule lasts has to be minimized. A suitable cost 
function for the problem is c1' (p) = -# p. 
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4.1.3 Definition of genotypes and translator 

Schedules themselves are very inconvenient as genotypes. It is difficult to define mutators 

on them, let alone crossers. Maybe it is possible to use schedules as genotypes, but I have 

chosen to use an encoding for schedules that can be manipulated much easier as genotype. 

As genotype a general static priority function is used and a resource constrained list scheduler is 
used as translator. 

Remember tha t a static priority function is a priority function that can determine the ordering 

of the operations before the scheduling takes place. Considering that fact it follows that the 

most general description of a static priority function is given by an ordering of the operations. In 

other words: any static priority function for a given graph can be described by a permutation 

of the nodes of that graph! Permutations of the nodes in a graph are used as genotype. 

This choice for the genotypes (priority functions) and the translator (list scheduler) implies 

that not all possible schedules can be coded. That is the reason the phenotype set is not the 

set of all valid schedules, but only a subset thereof. 

This way the translator is onto, but it is however far from one-to-one: there are many 

different genotypes that translate to the same phenotype. The operators will often create 

child genotypes that have the same phenotype as their parents (as practice shows). When 

one genotype of the population is in a local optimum, but no genotypes are in the global 

optimum, operators will tend to create child genotypes of this genotype and its offspring 
that have equal phenotypes. The population will easily become dominated by this relatively 

good performing kind of phenotype. When a population is dominated by one kind of 

phenotype crossers are no longer effective. They produce the same phenotype over and 

over again. Despite their intent, mutators alone usually don't have the power to let the 

population escape from such collapsed state. 

4.1.4 Defining the operators 

Though defining operators is more difficult for permutations than it is for a bit-stream 

encoding, they can be defined quite easily. There are some important characteristics of 

operators. First, operators should never generate invalid genotypes. Second, a' crosser 

should retain information that is available in both parents. For the bitstring operators the 

first characteristic says that the result of an operator must still be a valid bitstring of the same 

length as the parents. The second characteristic says that when, for instance, the first bit of 

both parents is a 1, then the first bit of both children must be 1 too. 

In a permutation the order in which the elements appear is important. The first characteristic 
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says that the result of an operator working on a permutation must still be a permutation of 
the same elements. The second characteristic says that when two elements have an equal 
ordering in both parents, they also should have the same ordering in the children. When 
in a permutation of integers the element labeled '1' precedes the element labeled '2' in both 
parents then the element labeled '1' should precede the element labeled '2' in both children 
too. 

Input 

Output 

Figure 4.1: A permutation mutator. 

The simplest way of defining a mutator on a permutation is choosing two elements of the 
permutation and swapping them. In figure 4.1 this is depicted for a permutation of integers. 

Child 1 

1 0 

Parent 2 

""':I[]TI@QJ ,~ 110010,~ l 
I'l'l' 

......... 

Child 2 

Figure 4.2: A permutation crosser. 

A crosser for permutations is depicted in figure 4.2. It does not fully fullfill the second 
characteristic, but it does a good job in trying to do so. When the parents are equal, for 
instance, the children will be equal to the parents. But, in the figure the element labeled 
'4' precedes the elment labeled '5' in both parents, but it is the other way around in both 
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children. 

The permutation crosser works as follows: the first parent is split by some random mask in 
two sets: a 'pseudo-permutation' where some of the elements have changed to open slots, 
and the set of elements that can fill the slots to make a valid permutation. This second set 
is sorted in the order its elements appear in the second parent. Then the second set is put 

back in the slots of the pseudo-permutation to give the first child. The same operation is 
performed on the second parent to give the second child. Two elements that have the same 
order in both parents are only guaranteed to retain their order in a child if they are both in 
the pseudo-permutation or are both in the second set for that child. This method of crossing 
permutations is described in [Davis 91). 

4.1.5 Implementation and results 

For the general genetic algorithm I wrote some classes in the programming language C++ 
([Stroustrup 91». They implement the population and its activities. The selection functions 

for what genotypes are fit and what genotypes are unfit are the same as the ones used in the 
function-maximization example of chapter 3. 

The non-genetic scheduling stuff was already to great extent programmed in the NEAT 

system ([NEAT92)). The NEAT system is a general software frame in C++ for high level 
synthesis tasks, developed at the design automation section of the department of electrical 
engineering of Eindhoven University of Technology. 

The combination of those two parts included writing a resource constrained list scheduler 
and writing the genotype classes necessary for this problem. The resource constrained list 
scheduler can handle multicycling, but cannot handle chaining, (module) pipelining and the 
availability of more than one kind of module for one type of operation. 

The results were quite unexpected at first sight. For many of the graphs tested with this 
algorithm (only simple testgraphs, no real benchmarks) the (known) optimal result was 

already available in the randomly generated initial population! If it wasn't, the optimization 
sometimes succeeded, but only heSitantly. This was the result of the cost function being 
far from continuous. Of course the cost function for scheduling problems is discrete, but 

when only the number of cycles in the resulting schedule is taken into account in the cost 
function, the set of possible cost function values is very small. This phenomenon is called a 

badly discretized problem. The most extreme example of a badly discretized optimization 
problem would be a problem where the cost function is binary. This would be impossible to 
optimize by other means than randomly guessing solutions. 
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4.2 Time constrained scheduling using genetic algorithms 

To make the problem of the previous section more suitable for being solved by genetic 
algorithms there must be more information taken into account in the cost function. The 

easiest way of doing this is trying to optimize not only the length of the schedule but also 
the cost of the modules used. In fact we arrive here at a general scheduling problem (in the 
sense of definition 2.18 instead of a resource constrained one. Some way of weighting the 
two goals (minimizing module costs and minimizing schedule time) must be defined for 
this type of schedule problem. Here a weighting function that makes the scheduler nearly a 
time constrained one will be used: The problem is to find a schedule of a given graph with a 
given library that fullfills a given time constraint and that has a minimal cost. The resulting 
scheduler will be referred to as the time constrained genetic scheduler. 

4.2.1 Problem description 

This scheduler will be given the following information: 

• A graph G = (V,E) 

• A library A 

• An initial guess for the network module set Lo 

• An operation to operation type mapping T 

• A operation type to module type mapping J1 

• A delay function d 

• A time constraint tmax 

• A module type cost function c( m) 

The scheduler will return: 

• A network module set L 

• A binding function ( 

• A valid schedule of the graph <l> 

The target is 

• Minimize the cost eLI L) (while meeting the time constraint) 
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4.2.2 Definition of phenotypes and cost function 

The phenotypes in this problem are schedules, together with their network module set. For 
the cost function some weighted combination of the length of the schedule and the cost of the 
modules could be used. Practice however shows that best results come from the following 
cost function: 

c,,(p) _ { -(M .#p) if#p> tmax 

- -(M· tmax + CL(L(p))) otherwise 

Here is M a number larger than the maximal possible value of the module costs C( L(p)). 

This cost function doesn't take into account the module costs unless the time constraint is 
met. 

4.2.3 Definition of genotypes and translator 

The genotype now consists of two chromosomes: the first chromosome is again a permu
tation of the nodes in the graph. The second chromosome is an array that gives for each 
module type in the library the number of modules in the network module set. 

The translator is the same resource constrained list scheduler as the previous one. Apart from 
scheduling, the translator should now also copy the module information from genotype to 
phenotype. 

4.2.4 Defining the operators 

Of course the operators described in subsection 4.1.4 will be used for the permutation part 
of the genotype. Additional operators must be defined for the array of module counts. A 
crosser can be defined nearly analogous to the bitstring crosser of figure 3.6. Only now not 

arrays of bits are crossed, but arrays of integers. 

A mutator for the module chromosome can be defined easily too: choose an index and add 
or subtract 1 from the value of the module array at that index. Of course one should take 
care that the resulting value is at least 1, otherwise the resulting network module set would 
no longer be complete. The number of modules might be set safely to 0 when operations 
mapped to this module type can be mapped to some other module type, as long as the 
resulting network module set is complete. However, this type of library (where an operation 
can be mapped to more than one module type) cannot be handled at all by the scheduler. 
The mutator is depicted in figure 4.3. 

As crosser for the full genotype the combination of the permutation and array crossers is 
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I MUL:3 I ADD:2 I LOG:2 I 
Figure 4.3: A mutator for module arrays. 

used. The permutation and array mutators are however used seperately. So three operators 
are used. 

4.2.5 Results 

Most runs I tried with this time constrained scheduler used the following parameters: The 
population size was 100 genotypes. In each generation 10% of the population was replaced 
by children. The simulations were stopped when 2500 children had been generated. The 
operators had the following weights: the crosser had weight 100, the mutators both had 
weight 30. The permutations in the initial population were chosen completely at random. 
The module arrays in the initial population were set to be equal to the module set given 
by the preselection tool. This is a separate program within the NEAT system, created by 
A. Timmer ([Timmer 92]). This program returns an initial guess for the number of modules 
necessary to schedule a graph, given a library and a time constraint (so the preselection tool 
is in fact a kind of allocator). The results the preselection tool gives are guaranteed to be 
minimal, i.e. when a schedule using the given network module set and meeting the given 
time constraint can be found, no better schedule will be found and the simulation can be 
stopped safely. Because of this, the genetic algorithm can often be stopped much sooner 
than after generating 2500 children. 

Using these parameters several runs were done on several graphs. The graphs tested are 
depicted in appendix A. For each graph two libraries were tested: both contained one 
multiplier and one adder. Library 1 has a multiplier with a delay of two cycles, and library 2 
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has a multiplier with delay of one cycle. The adders always have a one-cycle delay. For each 
graph and library the scheduler was run on a large time constraint range (from the as fast 
as possible time till the time where a network module set consisting of one module of each 
type was sufficient). Sometimes a run gives a different result when a different random seed 
is used. All runs were done with four different random seeds. 

In appendix B the results are shown. For some runs the network module set given by the 
preselection tool can never result in a schedule of the given time constraint. In those cases 
the best attainable result is shown in the best known module set column. The tables list two 
runtimes for each run. The first runtime is the time necessary to find the first occurrence of 
the best solution. The second runtime is the time the algorithm did run in total. For each 
graph/time-constraint/library combination the number of runs (for four seeds) that found 
the optimal solution is shown. 

In appendix C the results of the same scheduler are shown in comparison to some other 
schedulers. The schedulers are compared to each other based on the cost of the module set 
used. Not visible in the tables are the speeds of the schedulers. Other virtues than speed 

and minimal functional unit costs are not considered in this thesis at all, but some of the 
other schedulers might have been designed with additional or different goals. 

The results are very encouraging. There are only a few cases where the optimal network 

module set wasn't found for all four seeds. In an even fewer number of cases the optimal 
solution wasn't found at all. For most of those cases the optimal solution could be found by 
changing the weights of the operators. There were only two cases where another scheduler (a 
neural network scheduler) could find a better solution than the genetic algorithm scheduler 
(both for graph FDCT, for library 1 at time constraint 14 and for library 2at time constraint 7). 

However, there are a lot more than two cases where the genetic scheduler did perform 
better than the neural net scheduler. It is well possible that a bit more experimenting 
with the parameters of the genetic algorithm would solve those two cases too. When 
comparing available schedulers (as in appendix C), the genetic scheduler outperforms all 
other schedulers! 

Because no exact timing results were known for the other schedulers, no table with com

parisons of runtimes is available. However, communications with the implementors of the 
other algorithms of appendix C indicate that the genetic scheduler is not only a high quality 
scheduler, but a fast one too. 

Quite remarkable is the fact that an optimal solution is often available in the initial (randomly 
generated) population. These cases can be recognized in the tables of appendix B as the 
cases where execution times are nearly zero. Apparently, simply generating several random 
genotypes is for some cases enough to find the optimal solution. However, this occurs less 
for the technically interesting cycle times near the as fast as possible time constraint. When 
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the initial guess given by the preselection tool is wrong, this effect isn't usefull either. Firstly, 
because in the initial population the module sets are set equal to the result of the preselection 
tool so no optimal results will occur in that initial population. Secondly, because an optimal 
result cannot be recognized in this case, and the full 2500 children will be generated before 
an answer is returned. 

The cases where multiple runs with different seeds were necessary to find an optimum are 
frequent enough to think a bit longer about this. The effect that different random seeds 
produce different results is mainly due to the fact that populations converge too fast. In 
other words, the population sometimes gets trapped in a local minimum. An attempt to the 
solve this problem is given in section 4.4. 

The difficult cases encountered did not result from the greedy nature of the algorithm. It 

seems the greedy nature of the scheduler is seldom a problem. However, I have searched 
for a way to 'de-greedyize' the algorithm. This will be described in the next section. 

Though the results so far are very promising, the algorithm is not good enough to be used in 
an industrial environment. The reason for this is that some important features of schedulers 

are not implemented in it yet. 

1. Libraries with different module types that can implement the same operation cannot 

be handled now. For instance, a library with adders, multipliers and ALUs cannot be 
managed by the resource constrained list scheduler described so far. 

2. Additional costs resulting from a schedule are not taken into account. It would be 
quite easy, for instance, to give a good guess of the number of registers necessary to 
implement a schedule, and to incorporate the chip-area and consumed power of those 
registers in the cost of a schedule. 

3. Chaining and module pipelining must be supported. 

4. Loops in the graph should be allowed 

At the moment of writing of this thesis, work is done on writing a scheduler that does 

include the above features. In section 4.5 more will be said about the way these extensions 
are implemented. 

4.3 A non-greedy genetic scheduler 

One problem of list schedulers is their greedy nature. A way to de-greedyize the list 
scheduling can be deducted from figure 2.6: the problem is solved when the node causing 
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the problem (the right multiplier) is somehow delayed. It should not be put in the free list 
immediately after it becomes available for scheduling, but only a given number of cycles 
later. The problem, however, is that it is not known what nodes should be delayed to get 
a faster schedule. It usually isn't even known whether a faster schedule can result from 
de-greedyation attempts. The genetic algorithm can be used to try several delays for the 
nodes. 

To implement this idea I extended the genotype with an array of delays, one for each node. 
Initially these delays were set to zero. The mutator and crosser for this chromosome are 
equivalent to those for the module array (subsection 4.2.4). 

When running this modified genetic algorithm on a special graph where the de-greedyation 
should have effect, the optimal solution was found. However it was only found after a long 

period of trying different seeds and carefully tuning the operator priorities. When running 
this modified algorithm on the graphs that were used for the previous algorithm, a decrease 
of performance could be noted. Apparently the delays hindered the finding of better greedy 
schedules. 

It can be concluded that this de-greedyized genetic scheduler does not perform very well. 
Given the fact that for most graphs no improvement is to be expected at all from the de
greedyation, it may be wiser not to use this scheduler. However, when register costs are taken 
into account in the cost function, thede-greedyation might have a more profound effect, and 

it may be usefull in that case. This has not been tested yet. Before giving a final judgement 
about the de-greedyized scheduler, it should be pointed out that many improvements are 
possible in the implementation. For instance, there are a lot of nodes for which it easily can 
be seen that adding a delay will not improve anything. These nodes could be excluded from 
adding a delay. 

4.4 Avoiding local minima 

Several runs of the scheduler of section 4.2 did not produce the optimal solution because 
the population collapsed into a local optimum. The reason for this was described at the end 
of section 4.1.3. The problem is that a local optimum occurs in the population in an early 
stage of development. This local optimum soon dominates the population and no other 
(global) optima are found any more. The collapse might be prevented by forcing the genetic 
algorithm to maintain variety in the population. 

Several ways to maintain variety have been proposed in literature (for instance [Deb 89]). 
Many of the proposed methods try to prevent crossing of 'similar' genotypes. Others try to 
prevent the addition to the population of newly created genotypes 'similar' to ones already 
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occuring in the population. Yet others increase the probability of removing genotypes that 
'resemble' other genotypes in the population. 

All of these methods must somehow compare two genotypes to decide whether they are 

similar or not. This comparison can be done in two ways: the genotypes can be compared 
directly or the phenotypes corresponding to them can be compared. For the coding used 
in the genetic scheduler these two ways are quite different. There is a very large number 
of genotypes corresponding to one phenotype. Practice shows that nearly all genotypes 
in the final generation of a genetic run are different. Practice shows also that nearly all 
phenotypes of the final generation of a genetic run are equal, that is, the population has 
collapsed. A comparison based on the genotypes would imply that nearly all genotypes are 
considered different, and no real collapse prevention would occur. A comparison based on 
the phenotypes would show that in the final population nearly all genotypes are equivalent. 
This indicates that a comparison of the phenotypes should be used when trying to prevent 
a collapse of the population. However, it is possible that two different genotypes that 

both result in the same phenotype give rise to different phenotypes when crossed. When 
choosing phenotypes to perform the comparison, one of those two is easily removed from 

the population, so that crossing will never occur. Though the target was to maintain a richer 
population, it will get poorer in another sense too. 

I have not yet tried to use this kind of algorithms to prevent collapse of the popUlation. 

4.5 Extending the genetic scheduler 

At the time of writing this thesis, work is done to extend the genetic scheduler in several 
ways. First of all, the list scheduler is extended to handle chaining and pipelining. It is also 
extended to be able to use multiple module types for one operation type. Furthermore the 
new list scheduler now generates a guess for the number of registers necessary to implement 
the schedule. This information can be used to extend the cost function. 

In this new scheduler a list of modules is attached to each node. It is the list of modules in 
the network module set on which that operation can be implemented. When an operation 

is in the free list a free module must be searched to perform that operation. Previously all 
modules of the type belonging to that operation were searched. In the new scheduler the 
modules on which the operation can be scheduled as described in the list attached to the 
operation are searched. This has several advantages: 

• Multiple module types for one operation can be used now . 

• A priority can be attached to each module for each operation by changing the order 
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of the list. The scheduler can be given a hint that a certain addition PLUS1 can be 
performed best on a certain adder ADD1 by putting ADD1 at the first position of the 
list of modules for PLUS1 . 

• It is possible to specifically disable the mapping of an operation to a specific module 
by removing tha t module from the list. 

These lists of modules (permutations of a subset of all modules) can be put in the genotypes, 
so the genetic algorithm can search for good orderings of the modules. 

As the new scheduler is only being built now, results are not yet available. 
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Chapter 

Conclusions and suggestions 

In the work leading to this thesis I have tried to use genetic algorithms to solve scheduling 
problems. The main result of this work is a time constrained genetic scheduler (described in 
section 4.2). 

The results produced by that scheduler (see appendix B and appendix C) are very promising. 
The genetic scheduler is very fast and produces very good results. 

However, for many of the test runs, the genetic part of the algorithm is in fact not used at 
all. This is because the way schedules are coded is in a sense 'too good'. When a bunch 
of codings is generated at random to initialize the genetic algorithm, an optimal solution 

is often already among them. The benchmarks used for testing the genetic scheduler were 
rather small because no big benchmarks were available during the tests. It can be expected 
that the genetic part of the scheduler is used more when the graphs to be scheduled are 
larger. 

There are several interesting practical cases that cannot be handled by the current genetic 
scheduler. To name a few: 

• In the current scheduler, an operation in the data flow graph to be scheduled must be 
uniquely mapped to a module type. The case where, for instance, an addition can be 

mapped to both an adder as well as an ALU can not be handled yet. 

• Operations cannot be chained. 

• PipeJined modules cannot be used. 

• Register and interconnect costs are not taken into account. 

• Loops in the data flow graph cannot be scheduled. 

At this moment an extended scheduler is being constructed that handles the first four cases. 
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Sometimes the population collapses into a local minimum. Several methods are proposed 
in literature to prevent a collapse of the population, but I haven't tried to use any of them. 
Many crossings and mutations do not result in new phenotypes because of the large number 
of different genotypes that result in the same phenotype. This fact possibly promotes the 
population collapse. Preventing an early collapse of the population is an important topic for 
further work. 

The resource constrained list scheduler used internally in the genetic scheduler is greedy. 
Some solutions to scheduling problems can be missed by the genetic scheduler due to this. 
An attempt to de-greedyize the scheduler did not give satisfactory results: though non
greedy results were found, the general performance of the algorithm was reduced. It is very 
well possible that attempts to de-greedyize the scheduler have a more positive effect when 
register costs are taken into account and when mutations or crossings that don't result in 
new solutions are prevented, but I haven't experimented with that. 
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Appendix 

Tested graphs 

In this appendix the graphs on which the genetic scheduler was tested are shown. 

A.1 Graph £2 

f2 

lop lop '''' 

• 

• 

... ... 
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A.2 Graph sehwa 

sehwa 
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A.3 Graph fdet 

fdct 
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A.4 Graph ~delf 

wdelf 

.. '. 
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A.S Graph mwdelf 

mwdelf 
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Appendix 

Results of the time constrained genetic 
scheduler 

In this appendix the results of the genetic scheduler as described in section 4.2 are. shown. 
The scheduler was run on the graphs depicted in appendix A. These graphs were run for 
two libraries. Library 1 (results are in section B.l) consists of a multiplier with a delay of 
two cycles and an adder with a delay of one cycle. Library 2 (results are in section B.2) also 
consists of a multiplier and an adder, but the multiplier has a delay of one cycle. 

The results for each library/graph combination are shown in a table. The heading line of 
each table shows the graph name and the delays of the modules used. The first column 
(labeled 'TC') shows the time constraint used. The second column (labeled' Pres.') shows 
the guess for the numbers of multipliers and adders necessary to meet the time constraint 
according to the preselection tool (these numbers are known to the genetic scheduler). The 
third column (labeled 'Opti:) shows the best known number of multipliers and adders when 
the guess in the second column seems to be incorrect. The following four main columns 
(labeled 'Runl' through 'Run4') contain the test results for four different random seeds. 
Each of them contains three subcolumns. The first subcolumn (labeled 't f"l) contains the 
CPU-time used up till the first occurrence of the best genotype. The second subcolumn 
(labeled 't,",,') contains the total CPU-time of the run. Both times exclude the time to read 
the graph. The times are in seconds and were measured on a HP 9000s/750 computer. The 

third subcolumn (labeled 't') contains a dot e.') when the run succeeded in finding the 
optimal solution, that is, the solution occurring in the third or second main column. The last 
main column (labeled '#') summarizes the number of runs (out of four) that succeeded. 
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B.1 Library 1 

B.1.1 Graph £2 

Gra u u- u -1 
~. " L u.1 u. u. u. • . . . . tJnd 'run , tJnd 'run , tJnd 'run , tlnd 'run , 

8 ; ~~ ~::: • ~::;;; ~:~ • ~:;;; ~:~ • ~:;;; ~oo;; • ; • 2 • • • • 
10 2 2 0.010 0.(21) • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.Q10 0.0., • , 
11 2 2 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.(21) • 0.000 0.(21) • 0.000 0.010 • , 
12 2 2 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 O.l12l1 • 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.050 • , 
13 1 2 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.030 • , 
" 1 2 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.02IJ • 0.010 0.050 • 0.000 0.0411 • , 
15 1 2 0.000 OJ"" • 0.000 0.030 • 0.010 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • , 
" 1 1 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.0411 • , 
17 1 1 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0J121l • 0.000 0.02IJ • , 
18 1 1 0.010 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.02JJ • O.llJl 0.030 • , ,. 1 1 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.0411 • , 
20 1 1 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.040 • , 
21 1 1 0.010 0.020 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • , 
22 1 1 0.000 .020 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • , 

B.1.2 Graph sehwa 

(;ra 51! wa " uti u- J, er - I 
11' ~. (l IL Run I u.2 u. u.' • . . tJnd I run , 

lInd Irun , , 
nd Irun , 

~lrl<J. Irun I 

~~ ; ; ;:;:;; ~:;;; • ~:;; ~~ • ~ ~~~ • ~;;, ~;;, • 
• • • 3 

12 2 2 0.000 0."" • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.010 • , 
13 2 2 0.000 0.030 • .000 0.(21) • 0.000 0.1120 • 0.000 0.030 • , 
" 2 2 0.000 0.030 • .000 .1130 • 0.000 0,040 • 0.000 0.010 • , 
15 2 1 0.000 0.040 • .000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.0411 • , 
" 2 1 0.000 0.020 • 0000 0."" • 0.000 0J121l • 0.000 0.030 • , 
17 2 1 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0."" • .000 0.1lE • 4 
18 1 1 0.150 0.150 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.0411 • , ,. 1 1 0.000 0.010 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • , 
20 1 1 0.000 0.010 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 .030 • OJXX) 0.030 • 4 
21 J J 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.0411 • 0.000 0.0411 • 4 
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B.1.3 Graph fdet 

;ra ct • uti " . • er) '" 1 , re'. l ti. u,1 u, u, u, • . + II t 'ndo t run I 1 nd !run I 1 nd trun I 1 nd 'run I , 8 ; ~:: ~~ • ~~ ~:: • ~::; ~: • ~:: ~.~ • : , 8 8 4 • • • • 
JO 4 , 5 4 0.930 5.1180 • 0.600 5.000 • 0780 5.%0 • 1.030 5.870 • 4 
11 4 , 0.240 0.240 • ."" 0.040 • 0.530 0530 • 0.220 022)) • 4 
12 4 3 0."" 0.030 • 0."" 0.000 • 0."" 0.040 • 0."" 0.060 • 4 
13 4 2 000) 0.030 • 0."" 0.«0 • 0.140 0.140 • 0.240 0.240 • 4 
14 , 2 0.060 6.430 0.200 6.410 0.100 6.440 0.170 6380 0 
15 , 2 0."" 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.«0 • 4 
16 , 2 0.000 0.040 • 0."" 0.060 • 0.000 0.040 • 0."" 0.040 • 4 
17 3 2 0."" 0.040 • 0."" 0.«0 • 0."" 0.040 • 0."" 0.060 • 4 
18 2 2 0.080 b.670 0.040 6.620 0.120 6JOO 0.430 0.430 • 1 

" 2 2 0."" 0.050 • ."" 0.040 • 0."" 0.040 • O.!XX) 0.«0 • 4 
20 2 2 O.lxx) 0.«0 • O.!XX) 0,(60 • 0."" 0.«0 • 0.000 0.050 • 4 
2J 2 2 O.!XX) 0.050 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 
22 2 2 000) 0.040 • 000) 0D40 • 000) 0.030 • O.!XX) 0.070 • 4 
23 2 2 0."" 0.040 • OID) 0.060 • 0."" 0.«0 • O.!XX) 0.030 • 4 
24 2 2 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.060 • OID) 0.050 • 0.000 0.070 • 4 
25 2 2 0.000 0.1)40 • 0.010 0.060 • OID) 0.030 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 
26 2 1. 0.<00 0.050 • 0.000 0.«0 • 0.<00 0.060 • 0.000 0.050 • 4 
TJ 2 1 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 
28 2 1 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 

" 2 1 0.000 0.,"" • 0.<00 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.010 0.«0 • 4 
30 2 1 0."" 0.«0 • 0.000 0.060 • 0."" 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • 4 
31 2 1 0.000 0050 • 000) 0050 • 000) 0D40 • 000) 0.030 • 4 
32 2 1 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.060 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 
J3 2 1 0.000 0.040 • O.!XX) 0.050 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.070 • 4 
34 1 1 0.000 O.Wl • OMQ 0.440 • 0260 0.260 • OID) 0.070 • 4 
35 1 1 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.«0 • 0.000 0.1150 • 4 
3b 1 1 0.000 O.Wl • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 O.Wl • 0.000 O.Wl • 4 
37 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.«0 • 0.000 0.«0 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 

B.1.4 Graph wdelf 

~ra h w , ulti " . )," " ·1 
TC p=. ( " Run! Run 2 Run3 Run 4 • . . tind Irun I tJnd t run I !.i!ld !run I tjnd !run I 

~~ i ; 3 , 
~~ ~:~ • ~:~ ~:~ • ~.!.'1 ~:;;;: • ~~ ~:~~ • : • • 0.000 • • 

" 2 2 0.000 0.1)40 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • 4 
20 2 2 0.000 0.030 • OJ))) 0.040 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.070 • 4 
2J 1 2 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.060 · 4 
22 1 2 0.000 0.020 • OJ))) 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.010 0.040 • 4 
21 1 2 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 
24 1 2 O.!XX) 0.040 • omo 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 
25 1 2 000) 0.030 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.030 • 4 
26 1 1 1 2 0.120 5.640 • 0.0;0 5.QOO • 0.080 5.", • 0.170 5.620 • 4 
TJ 1 1 1 2 0.130 5.760 • 0.1"" 5.770 • 0."'" 5.860 • 0.170 5.780 • 4 
28 1 1 0.000 0.1140 • 0.0']0 0.050 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 
2Q 1 1 0.000 0.040 • O.!XX) 0.050 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.060 • 4 
30 ) 1 0.000 0.030 • O.!XX) 0.050 • O.!XX) 0.020 • O.!XX) 0.060 • 4 
3J 1 , O.!XX) 0.060 • O.!XX) 0.040 • O.!XX) 0.050 • O.!XX) 0.050 • 4 
32 1 1 O.!XX) 0.030 • OID) 0.050 • 0.000 0.030 • O.!XX) 0.030 • 4 
J3 1 1 0.001 O!l4O • OID) 0.040 • O.!XX) OJllll • O.!XX) 0.040 • 4 
34 , 1 OID) 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • OID) 0.030 • 0.000 0.050 • 4 
35 1 1 OJ))) 0.,"" • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0."" 0.060 • 4 
3b 1 1 OJ))) 0.030 • 0."" 0.060 • 0."" 0.050 • 0."" 0.060 • 4 
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B.l.5 Graph mwdelf 

(';ra mw, uti " . er ~ 1 ,. 
~. () Ii. .. I u. u. u. • • . Ifnd Irun t , nd Irun t , nd 'run t Ifnd crun t 

::: i ; ~ ~ :~ ~~ • ~ ~;::; • ~ ~ • --= ~:: • :-• • • • OJ 2 2 3 3 20;0 3b,%O • ..". 37.1t>O • 1.1bO 37.350 • 8.60:) 4Il.<J20 • • .- I 2 3 , 12.740 38.450 • 6.87<1 37.&..10 • S.lQ() 37.860 • t1.l7t1 " .... • • "' I 2 2 2 ,;]00 38.<>80 4.800 38.350 5.010 38:370 3,040 38:370 0 
70 1 2 2 2 9.490 3'1_140 • 5JOJ 38.860 • .. "'" 38."'" b.240 38.1110 2 
71 I 2 2 2 0520 3Q.470 • 2610 30.870 • 3.2'10 38.020 • 'Ill" 41.710 • • n I 2 2 2 0"", 38100 • 2450 38.m • 0.1110 :¥l.ISO • 2JOJ ".200 • • 73 I 2 2 2 0.720 3Q,b50 • 2.110 )QA70 • O.lQ() ,,,., • 2B4O 39.640 • • 74 I 2 2 2 0130 40.000 • l120 39,'180 • 010) 3Q,Q40 • 1.420 4O.7lO • • 75 I 2 2 2 0.710 40.740 • 0560 39.990 • 0.180 40.170 • 1.410 40560 • • 7b I 2 2 2 0.710 40.620 • 0.5<>0 40320 • 0.170 40220 • 1.400 4OJ60 • • 77 I 2 2 2 0.720 40.410 • 0,540 40.310 • 0.170 40.060 • 1.240 41320 • • 78 I 2 2 2 0720 40'70 • 0.550 40.380 • 0.180 4O.25<J • 1.240 41.5<>0 • • '" I 2 2 2 0= 3Q.Q20 • 0.550 30"" • 0.170 39,950 • lMO 44.670 • • 8Il I 2 2 2 0 . .., 3Q.&20 • 0540 4ll.130 • 0.100 41,540 • 1230 42.240 • • B1 I 2 0.000 0.170 • 0.000 0.210 • 0.010 0.22l1 • 0.000 O.lQO • • 
" I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 O.lQQ • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0220 • • 83 I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 O.lQ(1 • • " I 2 0.000 0.100 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 O.lQQ • 0.000 0.200 • • " I 2 '000 0170 • '000 "., • 0000 0.200 • 0.000 0.210 • • lib I 2 0.000 O.lQO • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 O.lQO • • ff1 I 2 0.000 O.lQO • 0.010 O.1Q() • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0;]00 • • " I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0210 • 0.000 0220 • • " I 2 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0220 • • 00 I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0200 • 0.000 0.200 • • Qj I 2 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 0.200 • • " I 2 0.001 0.200 • 0.001 0.200 • 0.000 O.lQO • 0.000 O.lQO • • '" I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.001 0220 • 0.1))) 0.190 • 0.001 0.190 • • " I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0.001 0.210 • 0.000 O.lqo • 0.001 O.HIO • • 
" I 2 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.001 0.190 • 0.001 0.210 • • 
" I 2 0.010 .180 • .000 0.200 • 0.000 0.200 • .000 om • • " I 2 0.001 0.190 • 0.001 0.200 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 O.lQO • • " I 2 0.001 0.170 • 0.000 0210 • 0.001 0.190 • 0.001 0.180 • • " I 2 0.000 O.1QO • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 om • • 100 I 2 QOO1 0.1QO • 0.000 0210 • 0.001 0.1QO • 0.000 0.180 • • 1m I 2 QOO1 0.1QO • 0.000 0.200 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0.200 • • 102 I 2 0.000 0.180 • 0000 0100 • 0.000 0.180 • 0.000 01'" • • 103 I I I 2 0.6S0 44310 • lSOl 44.830 • 0230 44040 • 0."'" ""'" • • 1<" I I 1 2 0.640 43.'" • lSOl u.38O • om 43."" • 0100 47.530 • • 105 I 1 1 2 0."'" 43.25<J • 1.700 .45'" • 0220 43."'" • 0.680 44.500 • • 100 I I 1 2 0."'" 43550 • 1S70 44310 • 0210 43'" • 0.670 ".060 • • 1<" I I I 2 0.680 43.760 • 1.760 45.060 • 0230 43'70 • 0."'" 43SOl • • 1<. I I I 2 0."'" .. "'" • 1.670 44360 • 0.210 43.'" • 0.660 44.120 • • 10> I I I 2 0."'" 44310 • 1S70 44;]00 • om 44.040 • Ob'70 ".<>30 • • 110 I I I 2 Q"", 13700 • 1.670 44.340 • 0210 ... 020 • 0.680 ."60 • • 111 I I I 2 0.640 44.130 • 1.550 44.010 • 0210 43.'180 • 0.670 44.510 • • 112 I I "= 02<0 • 0.= 0240 • 0.010 0230 • 0.000 0230 • • 113 , , 0.000 0.260 • 0.000 0.250 · 0.00> 0.200 • 0.001 0.250 • • 
"' I I 0.000 om • 0.= 0240 • 0.001 0220 • 0.000 0.240 • • 115 I I 0.001 0230 • 0.000 0.25<J • 0.000 0230 • 0.000 0.25<J • • 
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B.2 Library 2 

B.2.1 Graph £2 

,," h ( uti er) ~ 1 , 
" -1 

,~. U ,. 
"" 1 "" "" "" • . . . . t nd !run I t nd Irun I t nd t run I t nd I run I 

6 
~ ; ~:: ~:~ • ~:; ~: • ~:::: ~: • ~:: ~: • : 7 • • • • • I 2 0,010 OJJ3() • O.(XX) 0.020 • O.(XX) 0.020 .' O.(XX) 0.010 • 4 , I 2 0.000 0.010 • O.(XX) 0.020 • O.(XX) 0.030 • 0."" 0.020 • 4 ,,) I 2 O.lnl 0.030 • 0.010 OJlJO • O.(XX) 0.020 • 0.010 0.030 • 4 

" ( 2 O.<XXI 0.030 • 0.000 O.I})O • 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.010 • 4 

" ( 2 0.00:1 OJJ20 • 0.010 OJIJO • 0."" 0.010 • 0.000 0.020 • 4 
(3 ( 2 O.<XXI OJ"" • O.(XX) 0.020 • O.<XXI O,{"" • 0.010 0.000 • 4 
J4 ) 2 o'{m 0,020 • O,{", 0.000 • O,{'" 0.030 • O.(XX) 0.010 • 4 

" ) 2 0.<XXI O.QJO • 0.000 O,{"" • 0.000 0.010 • O.<XXI 0.020 • 4 

" ) 1 0.000 0.D30 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 O'{"" • 0.001 0.020 • 4 

" ) 1 0.001 0,020 • 0.000 0.02JJ • 0.001 0.020 • O.(XX) 0.020 • 4 

" 1 1 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.Q10 • 0.001 0.020 • O.(XX) 0.020 • 4 
l' 1 1 0.001 0.020 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.001 0.020 • 0.000 0.020 • 4 
2Q 1 ) 0.001 0.000 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.001 0.020 • 0.000 0.020 • 4 
21 1 ) 0.001 0.020 • omo 0.030 • 0.001 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 4 
22 ) 1 0.000 0.020 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 0.000 0.030 • 4 

B.2.2 Graph sehwa 

" se wa )e " i r) -1 er) -1 
Te' ~. o Ii. ""' ""' Run 3 ""4 • . . , nd I run I t nd trun I , nd trun I l,nd 'run I 

~ ~ ~~~~ ;:;: • ~~ ~~ • ;:;;:;: ~;;;; • ;;;; ~~ • ~ )0 • 
({ ( 2 0.220 0220 • 0.050 0.050 • 0.130 0.130 • 0.150 0.150 • 4 

" ( 2 0.000 O.roo • O.(XX) 0.040 • O.(XX) 0.040 • O.(XX) 0.000 • 4 
(3 ( 2 O.(XX) 0,{)40 • 0.010 0.000 • 0.010 0.000 • 0.001 0.000 • 4 
J4 ( 2 0.<XXl 0.040 • O.(XX) Q.GIO • O.(XX) 0.000 • O.<XXI 0.000 • 4 

" , ) 0.(0) 0.010 • O.(XX) 0.020 • O.(XX) 0.<120 • 0.001 0.030 • 4 

" ( ( 0.(0) 0.030 • O.(XX) 0.020 • 0.010 0.040 • O.(XX) 0.020 • 4 
J7 1 ) 0.001 0,020 • 0.001 0.000 • OJ'" 0.020 • 0.001 0.010 • 4 

" 1 ( O.QlO 0.030 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.001 0.000 • O.(XX) 0.020 • 4 

" ( ) O.(XX) 0,010 • O.(XX) 0.040 • 0.000 oroo • 0.000 0D3/) • 4 
20 1 1 O.(XX) 0.020 • O.(XX) 0,010 • O.(XX) 0.0;0 • O.(XX) 0,020 • 4 

" ) ) O.(XX) 0.000 • O.(XX) 0.000 • O.(XX) 0.030 • O.(XX) 0.030 • 4 
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B.2.3 Graph fdct 

(~ra h ct uti , .1 er = 1 
~. U , .ml uo uo uo • . . . . , 

nd Irun I , 
nd Irun I , 

nd trtl.n I , nd Irun I , : : ~::: ~ • ~:~ :~ • ~::: ~~ • ~:~ O'OUU • : 7 ..,., 
8 3 4 0.000 0.000 • 0.150 4.4.10 0.060 4.2QO 0.000 0.02<1 • 2 
q , , 0.11lO O.l1lO • <J.25O 0.25<1 • ."" O,Q80 • 0.110 0.110 • 4 

10 2 , , , 0.090 4>70 • 0240 4S00 • .11lO 4.500 • 0.150 4S40 • 4 

" 2 , 0.000 0.000 • 0.000 0.000 • .000 0.000 • 0.000 0.000 • 4 
12 2 , 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.0)60 • 01100 0Jl2JJ • 0.1100 0.02<1 • 4 

" 2 2 0.1100 0.000 • • 0.1100 0.000 • .1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 4 
14 2 2 0.000 OJl2Jl • 01100 0.000 • OJlJJ 0.000 • 0.1100 0.02<1 • 4 
15 2 2 0.1100 0.000 • OJlJJ 0.000 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.060 • • 
" 2 2 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.020 • 0.1100 0.000 • • 
" 2 2 0.010 0.040 • 0.1100 O.enO • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.010 0.040 • • 
" 1 2 0.1100 .000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • • 
" 1 2 0.010 0.040 • 0.1100 .000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
2Jl 1 2 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0JJ50 • 0.1100 0_ • 0.1100 0.02<1 • 4 
21 1 2 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 O.OSIJ • 0.1100 0.000 • .1100 O.OSIJ • 4 
22 1 2 0.1100 0.040 • .1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • OJlJJ 0.040 • 4 
Zl 1 2 0.1100 0.000 • 0.010 0.040 • 0.1100 O.OSIJ • OJlJJ 0.040 • • 24 1 2 0.000 0.0011 • 0.000 0.000 • 0.010 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 
25 1 2 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 .000 • • 
" 1 1 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.060 • 0.010 0.040 • 0.0)) 0.000 • • V 1 1 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.1100 0.000 • • 2l! 1 1 0.1100 0.'" • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.000 • • 
" 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • • JO 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 

" 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 O.OSIJ • 4 
12 1 1 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.000 0.040 • • 33 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.000 O.OSIJ • 4 
34 1 1 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.000 • 4 
J5 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.000 .040 • 0.000 0.040 • 4 

'" 1 1 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.050 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • • 37 1 1 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • • 
" 1 1 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • • 
'" 1 1 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 4 
40 1 1 0.1100 O.OSIJ • OJlJJ 0.000 • OJm 0040 • 0.000 0.040 • • 

B.2.4 Graph wdelf 

.m w. uJ , . • er .. 1 
~. " uol un un = • . . Ijnd Irun I IJnd I run I , 

nd I r .. n I IJnd. I r ... n I , ; · ~::: • • · 15 3 0.1100 0.050 • 0.1100 • 0.1100 0.050 • 0.000 0.010 • 4 

" 1 2 0.1100 0.000 • OJm 0.000 • 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 4 
17 1 2 0.1100 0.060 • 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • • 18 1 2 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.060 • 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.010 • 4 

" 1 2 0.1100 0.050 • 0.1100 0.0011 • 0.1100 0.000 • .1100 0.0011 • 4 
20 1 2 0.010 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.1100 0.0011 • 4 
21 1 2 0.1100 0.020 • 0.000 0.020 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
22 1 2 0.000 0.000 • OJm 0.000 • 0.000 0.0lD • 0.000 OJDD • 4 
Zl 1 2 0.000 0.000 • 0.000 0.000 • OJlJJ 0.090 • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
24 1 2 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0."'" • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
25 1 2 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • OJlJJ 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 4 

" 1 1 1 2 0.170 4340 • 0.2BO 4.310 • 0.25<1 4.330 • 0240 4.250 • 4 
V 1 1 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 0.050 • 0.1100 0.020 • 4 
2B 1 1 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.1100 .040 • 0.1100 0.0'0 • 4 

" 1 1 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.000 0.040 • 0.1100 0.0011 • 4 
30 1 1 0.000 0.000 • 0.000 0.0011 • 0.000 00011 • 0.1100 0.060 • 4 

" 1 1 0.000 O.OSIJ • 0.000 0.040 • 0.000 0JJ50 • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
12 I 1 0.1100 0."'" • 0.000 0.000 • 0.000 0.000 • 0.1100 0.'" • • 33 , , 0.010 0.'" • omo 0.050 • 0.000 0.020 · 0.1100 0.020 • 4 
34 1 1 0.1100 0.'" • 0.1100 0.0011 • 0.1100 0.020 • 0.1100 0.000 • 4 
35 1 1 0.1100 0.000 • 0.1100 0.'" • 0.1100 0.040 • 0.010 0.040 • 4 

'" 1 1 0.1100 0.'" • 0.000 0.000 • 0.000 O.<llO • 0.000 0.'" • 4 
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B.2oS Graph mwdelf 

C;ra mw , uh "er .. 1 er ... 1 , uoJ "" "" u" 
0 • 0 • ifnd trun I Ifnd trun I 'i"fnd trun I , n. !run I 

" ;- --,- 0:000 
~:~~ • '.010 0.130 • 0.001 0.110 • 1.06Q 1.06Q • ! 54 , 2 3 4.110 • 21SO 20.340 • 2640 20.730 • 3530 "}5JYJ • 55 1 2 2 3 2410 21AOO • 4A20 21.070 • 3.310 20.750 • 4.570 2&350 • 4 

'" 1 2 2 3 2.530 >I.m • 3.350 21.030 • 3.310 "'.750 • 4.100 25.830 • 4 
57 1 2 1 3 3.530 22230 • 3.460 22.530 • 2J80 22.410 • 4.010 2&53<) 3 
5R 1 2 1 3 0.640 21.470 • 2.470 21.510 • 1-"0 21.710 • 4570 26.750 • 4 

" 1 2 1 3 0.<>40 21.blO • 2180 21260 • 1.820 21.700 • 2'SO 16.870 • , 
W 1 2 1 , 

0"'" It.7QQ • I.WI 21.740 • I.IIYJ 21.QSO • 153<) Ib.® • 4 

" 1 2 0560 21.570 1550 1.550 • 0.001 0.110 • 1.soo 27.150 2 

" 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.470 0.470 • 0.001 0."'" • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
b3 1 2 0.000 0."'" • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.000 0.130 • 4 
64 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.150 • 0.010 0.140 • 4 

'" 1 2 0.000 0.100 • 0.001 0.()l0 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 

"" 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • , 
" 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0."" • 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

'" 1 2 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • , 
" 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.110 · 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.140 • 4 
70 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 O.()QO • 0.000 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 
7I 1 2 O.lJ2ll a.l2Q • 0.001 0.100 • 0.000 0.120 • 0.000 0.120 • 4 
n 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.010 0.130 • 4 
73 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
74 1 2 O.QJO 0.120 • 0.001 0.iJQ() • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
75 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.010 0.110 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 O.HXl • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
71 1 2 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0."'" • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.140 • 4 
78 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.000 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 0.000 0.000 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.000 0.120 • 4 
80 1 2 0.001 O.l2Q • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.000 0.130 • 4 
8! 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.000 0.120 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 

" 1 2 0.000 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 
83 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.000 .100 • 0.001 O.ltO • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
85 1 2 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
86 1 2 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

'" 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • .001 0.130 • 0.010 0.130 • 4 
88 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.010 0.110 • 0.000 0.130 • 4 
gq 1 2 0.000 0.100 • O.IXXJ 0.120 • 0.010 0.130 • 0.000 0.130 • 4 

'" 1 2 0."" 0.110 • 0.000 0.110 • 0."" 0.130 • 0.000 0.120 • 4 
Qj 1 2 0.000 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 

" 1 2 0."" 0.iJQ() • 0.001 0.000 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.110 • , 
" 1 2 0."" 0.170 • 0.001 0.iJQ() • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 O.IXXJ 0.120 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.001 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 0."" 0.100 • 0.010 0.110 • 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 0.130 • , 
% 1 2 0.001 0.000 • 0.010 0.100 • 0.001 0.120 · 0.001 0.130 • 4 ., 1 2 0.000 0.110 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.010 0.140 • 0."" 0.130 • 4 

" 1 2 O.IXXJ 0.100 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.000 0.110 • 0.001 0.120 • 4 

" 1 2 0.010 O.HlO • 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.140 · 0.001 0.120 • 4 
100 1 2 0.001 0.100 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.000 O.llO • 0.001 0.130 • 4 
1111 1 2 0.001 0.100 • OJ») 0.120- • 0.001 0.100- • 0.001 0.l3\) • 4 
102 1 2 0.000 0.100 • 0.000 0210 • 0.001 0.110 • 0.001 0.140 • 4 
1<" 1 1 1 2 0.850 24.WI • 2.510 2&120 • 1.080 25.140 • 2010 3052J) • 4 
104 I 1 1 2 0.820 24.4QQ • 2270 24.400 • 1."" 24.420 • 2.010 30.440 • 4 
HE 1 1 1 2 0.7SO 24.360 • 2JQO 24.2BO • 1.06Q 24.300 • 2080 30320 • 4 
lOb 1 1 1 2 0.830 24.200 • 2110 24.410 • 0.1140 23.870 • 2010 30.300 • 4 
HYl 1 1 1 2 0.870 24.210 • '-'60 24.880 • 1.120 24.001 • 2100 211.750 • 4 
100 1 1 0.001 0.140 • 0.010 0.140 • 0.001 0.150 • 0.001 0.170 • 4 
H" 1 1 0.001 0.220 • 0.001 0.150 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.170 • 4 
110 1 1 0.001 0.130 • 0."" 0.130 • 0.001 0.100 • 0.000 0.170 • 4 
m 1 1 O.IXXJ 0.140 • 0.<JXl 0.130 • O.IXXJ 0.100 • 0.<JXl 0.170 • • 112 1 1 0.000 0.150 • 0.001 0.120 • 0.000 0.140 • 0.001 0.170 • 4 
113 1 1 0.001 0.130 • 0."" 0.170 • 0.000 0.190 • 0.000 0.170 • 4 

"' 1 1 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.130 • 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 O.ISO • 4 
115 1 1 0.001 0.140 • 0.001 O.ISO • 0.000 0.160 • 0.001 0.170 • 4 
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Appendix 

Comparison between schedulers 

This appendix compares the results of some schedulers. Two libraries are used: 

• Section C.l, adder 1 clock cycle, multiplier 2 clock cycles, equal costs 

• Section C.2, adder 1 clock cycle, multiplier 1 clock cycle, equal costs 

The schedulers mentioned are: 

• List: Time constrained list scheduler ([Heijligers 91]) 

• Ifds: Improved force directed scheduler ([Verhaegh 91]) 

• Neural: Neural net scheduler ([Philipsen 92]) 

• Gen: Genetic algorithm scheduler (Described in section 4.2) 

• Presel: Preselection tool (which is in fact no scheduler) ([Timmer 92]) 

The tables should be read as follows. In the first column the time constraint can bl" found 
in which the graph is to be scheduled. In the following columns the minimal number of 

modules ever found by a scheduler or by hand is shown. A dot (' .') in the table means that 

a scheduler has found this result. A dot for the preselector means that the preselector found 
this amount of modules hence this must be the minimal number of modules from which 
a schedule can be made. The genetic algorithm was run with four different random seeds 

for each result. A dot for the genetic algorithm indicates that all four produced the optimal 

result. A star ('*') indicates that not all four random seeds produced the desired result, but 
at least one did. A circle (' 0') indicates that the result wasn't found at first but could be found 

easily by changing some parameters of the algorithm. The same notation has been used for 
the neural network scheduler. 
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C.l Library 1 

C.l.l £2 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
8 3 4 • • • • • 
9 2 2 • • • • • 
10 2 2 • • • • • 
11 2 2 • • • • • 
12 2 2 • • • • • 
13 1 2 • • 0 • • 
14 1 2 • • • • • 
15 1 2 • • • • • 
16 1 1 • • • • • 
17 1 1 • • • • • 
18 1 1 • • • • • 
19 1 1 • • • • • 
20 1 1 • • • • • 
21 1 1 • • • • • 
22 1 1 • • • • • 

C.l.2 sehwa 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
10 3 2 • • • • • 
11 2 2 • • • * • 
12 2 2 • • • • • 
13 2 2 • • • • • 
14 2 2 • • • • • 
15 2 1 • • • • 
16 2 1 • • • • 
17 2 1 • • • • 
18 1 1 • • • • • 
19 1 1 • • • • • 
20 1 . 1 • • • • • 
21 1 1 • • • • • 
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C.l.3 fdet 

time mull adders lis! ilds neural gen presel 
R 8 4 • • • • • 
y X 4 • • • • 

1lI 5 4 • • • 
11 4 3 • • • 
12 4 3 • • • • • 
13 4 2 0 • • 
14 3 2 • • 
15 3 2 • • • 
16 3 2 • • • • 
17 3 2 • • • • • 
18 2 2 • * • 
19 2 2 • • • • 
20 2 2 • • • • • 
21 2 2 • • • • • 
22 2 2 • • • • • 
23 2 2 • • • • • 
24 2 2 • • • • • 
25 2 2 • • • • • 
26 2 1 • 0 • • 
27 2 1 • 0 • • 
2K 2 1 • • • • 
29 2 1 • • • • 
30 2 1 • • • • 
31 2 1 • • • • 
32 2 1 • • • • • 
33 2 1 • • • • 
34 1 1 • • 
35 1 1 • • 
36 1 1 • • • • 
37 1 1 • • • • • 
38 1 1 • • • • 
39 1 1 • • • • • 
40 1 1 • • • • • 
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C.1.4 wdelf 

time mult adders list iEds neural gen presel 
17 3 3 • • • • 
18 2 2 • • • • 
19 2 2 • • • • • 
20 2 2 • • • • • 
21 1 2 • 0 • • 
22 1 2 • • • • • 
23 1 2 • • • • • 
24 1 2 • • • • • 
25 1 2 • • • • • 
26 1 2 • • • • 
27 1 2 • • • • 
28 1 1 • • 0 • • 
29 1 1 • • • • • 
30 1 1 • • • • • 
31 1 1 • • • • • 
32 1 1 • • • • • 
33 1 1 • • • • • 
34 1 1 • • • • • 
35 1 1 • • • • • 
36 1 1 • • • • • 

C.l.S mwdelf 

time mult adders list ifds(n.a.) neural gen presel 
65 3 3 • • • 
66 3 3 • • • 
67 3 3 • • • 
68 3 3 • • • 
69 2 2 • 0 

70 2 2 • * 
71 2 2 • • 
72 2 ·2 • • 
73 2 2 • • 
74 2 2 • • 
75 2 2 • • 
76 2 2 • • 
77 2 2 • • 
78 2 2 • • 
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mwdelf continued , 
time mult addcr~ list ifds(n.a.) neural gen prese! 
7~ 2 2 • • • 
811 2 2 • • • 
81 1 2 • • 
82 1 2 • • • 
83 1 2 • • • 
84 1 2 • • • 
85 1 2 • • • 
86 1 2 • • • 
87 1 2 • • • 
HH 1 2 • • • 
8Y 1 2 • • • 
YO 1 2 • • • 
Y1 1 2 • • • 
Y2 1 2 • • • 
93 1 2 • • • 
94 1 2 • • • 
95 1 2 • • • 
Y6 1 2 • • • 
97 1 2 • • • 
98 1 2 • • • 
99 1 2 • • • 

100 1 2 • • • 
101 1 2 • • • 
102 1 2 • • • 
H13 1 2 • • 
104 1 2 • • 
105 1 2 • • 
1lI6 1 2 • • 
107 1 2 • • 
108 1 2 • • 
109 1 2 • • 
110 1 2 • • 
111 1 2 • • 
112 1 1 • • • 
113 1 1 • • • 
114 1 1 • • • 
115 1 1 • • • 
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C.2 Library 2 

C.2.! £2 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
6 2 4 • • • • • 
7 1 3 • • 0 • • 
8 1 2 • 0 • • 
9 1 2 • • • • • 
10 1 2 • • • • • 
11 1 2 • • • • • 
12 1 2 • • • • • 
13 1 2 • • • • • 
14 1 2 • • • • • 
15 1 2 • • • • • 
16 1 1 • • • • • 
17 1 1 • • • • • 
18 1 1 • • • • • 
19 1 1 • • • • • 
20 1 1 • • • • • 
21 1 1 • • • • • 
22 1 1 • • • • • 

C.2.2 sehwa 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
9 2 2 • • • • • 
10 1 2 • • • * • 
11 1 2 • • • • • 
12 1 2 • • • • • 
13 1 2 • • • • • 
14 1 2 • • • • • 
15 1 1 • • • • • 
16 1 1 • • • • • 
17 1 1 • • • • • 
18 1 1 • • • • • 
19 1 1 • • • • • 
20 1 1 • • • • • 
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C.2.3 fdct 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
6 8 5 • • • • 
7 4 4 0 • 
R 3 4 0 * • 
9 3 3 • • • 

10 3 3 • • • • 
11 2 3 • • • • • 
12 2 3 • • • • • 
13 2 2 • 0 • • 
14 2 2 • 0 • • 
15 2 2 • 0 • • 
16 2 2 • • • • • 
17 2 2 • • • • • 
18 2 2 • • • • 
19 1 2 • • • • • 
20 1 2 • • • • • 
21 1 2 • • • • • 
22 1 2 • • • • • 
23 1 2 • • • • • 
24 1 2 • • • • • 
25 1 2 • • • • • 
26 1 1 • • • • 
27 1 1 • • • • 
28 1 1 • • • • • 
29 1 1 • • • • • 
30 1 1 • • • • • 
31 1 1 • • • • • 
32 1 1 • • • • • 
33 1 1 • • • • • 
34 1 1 • • • • • 
35 1 1 • • • • • 
36 1 1 • • • • • 
37 1 1 • • • • • 
38 1 1 • • • • • 
39 1 1 • • • • • 
40 1 1 • • • • • 
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C.2.4 wdelf 

time mult adders list ifds neural gen presel 
14 2 3 • • • • • 
15 1 3 • • • • 
16 1 2 • • • • • 
17 1 2 • • • • 
18 1 .2 • • • • • 
19 1 2 • • • • • 
20 1 2 • • • • • 
21 1 2 • • • • • 
22 1 2 • • • • • 
23 1 2 • • • • • 
24 1 2 • • • • • 
25 1 2 • • • • • 
26 1 2 • • • • 
27 1 1 • • • • • 
28 1 1 • • • • • 
2Y 1 1 • • • • • 
30 1 1 • • • • • 
31 1 1 • • • • • 
32 1 1 • • • • • 
33 1 1 • • • • • 
34 1 1 • • • • • 
35 1 1 • • • • • 
36 1 1 • • • • • 

C.2.S mwdeH 

time mull adders list ifds(n.a.) neural gen presel 
53 2 3 • • • • 
54 2 3 • • 
55 2 3 • • 
56 2 3 • • 
57 1 3 * 58 1 3 • • 
59 1 3 • • 
60 1 3 • • 
61 1 2 • * • 
62 1 2 • • • 
63 1 2 • • • 
64 1 2 • • • 
65 1 2 • • • 
66 1 2 • • • 
67 1 2 • • • 
68 1 2 • • • 
6Y 1 2 • • • 
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mwdelf continued , 
time mult adders list ifds(n.a.) neural gen presel 
70 1 2 • • • 
71 1 2 • • • 
72 1 2 • • • 
73 1 2 • • • 
74 1 2 • • • 
75 1 2 • • • 
76 1 2 • • • 
77 1 2 • • • 
78 1 2 • • • 
79 1 2 • • • 
HO 1 2 • • • 
81 1 2 • • • 
H2 1 2 • • • 
83 1 2 • • • 
84 1 2 • • • 
H5 1 2 • • • 
HI> 1 2 • • • 
H7 1 2 • • • 
88 1 2 • • • 
89 1 2 • • • 
90 1 2 • • • 
91 1 2 • • • 
92 1 2 • • • 
93 1 2 • • • 
94 1 2 • • • 
95 1 2 • • • 
Y6 1 2 • • • 
97 1 2 • • • 
9H 1 2 • • • 
9Y 1 2 • • • 

lOO 1 2 • • • 
lOl I 2 • • • 
102 1 2 • • • 
lO3 1 2 • 
lO4 I 2 • 
105 I 2 • 
lO6 1 2 • 
lO7 I 2 • 
108 1 1 • • 
lOY I 1 • • 
110 1 1 • • 
111 1 1 • 
112 1 1 • 
113 1 1 • 
114 1 1 • 
115 1 1 • 
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